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CHECK OUT OUR LATEST!

The NEW
AUDIOARTS
D-75 DIGITAL
RADIO CONSOLE

A CLEAN, CLEAR on -air
design: straightforward layout,
easy tabletop installation, and Lest
of all - completely modular.

A TRUE plug -and -play radio Doard

from the Wheatstone digital design rear --1!

VXAUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
sales@wheatstone corn / tel 252-638-7000 vvvvw. udioarts.net
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Together We Have The Power
To Move Radio Forward.

At Harris, we're taking our leadership in the radio industry to an even higher level. Shaped by the feedback of customers

and audiences across the market spectrum, the newly -formed Harris Radio Team is rich with the industry's most

comprehensive products, services and expert resources. All with a focused team solely dedicated to moving our irdustry,

and your business, forward. It's a spirit of innovation built on decades of pioneering solutions for radio. So get your

business heading in the right direction, turn to the new leadership of Team Harris Radio.

To learn more about the new Harris Radio Team, call us at 800-622-0022 or visit us at www.broadcast.harris.ccm.

THE NEW HARRIS RADIu TEAM IS ON TH' 
AM/FM AUDIO CONSOLES DIGITA:_ RADIO BROADCAST STUDIO HIGH POWER AM SYSTEMS & SERVICE

www.broadcast.harris.com
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Tieline G3 Vs Telos Xport...
You Decide.
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Telos has recently published comparisons
between their Xport POTS Codec and the Tieline
Commander G^ Codec which has been obsolete
since November 2004. Here is a comparison with
the current Commander G3.

Tieline Commander G3 Vs Telos Xport

Feature Tieline Commander G3 Telos Xport
POTS to POTS connection
POTS Audio Delay
Maximum POTS Audio Quality
Low bit udio quality over POTS
15kHzt a lonal Audio over POTS
POTS atibility
Intelligent Gain Control
Warranty
Expansion Ports
12 Volt DC portable power options
Simultanous duplex Comms and Talkbalk
Remote Control Talent's audio Inputs
Stereo 15kHz over POTS*
Dual Mono 15khz POTS*
Bonded POTS' Up to 48kbps mono
Audio Over IP Codec to Codec
Weight
Dimensions
GSM 7 5kHz Wireless 
ISDN Options
ISDN Algorithms
15kHz stereo/dual mono over 1 x 64K channel
User Remote Profiles
Configurable Macro Function Options
User configurable program/monitoring/comms
Split Phones - Monitoring/Comms
List Price per pair "
_ink Renegotiator.
Control Inputs and Outputs

Yes
100 Miliseconds
15kHz
7kHz as low as 9.6kbps
Yes
Yes Comrex/Musicam
IGC + AGC
2 Years
2

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
4 lbs
8 5x8 5x2 9 inches
Yes
Mono. Stereo, J -Stereo
Mpeg Layer 2, G.722, G 711, Tieline Music
Yes
98
Hundreds
built in 11 x 6 cross point audio router*
Yes
$5,750 (2x G3)

2 in 2 out (Exo to 16 in/cut

No - POTS to ISDN only
>600 Miliseconds
15kHz
Telephone quality below 16kbps
No - 15kHz 1 way only
No

AGC
1 Year
1

No

No
No

No
No

No
No

7 lbs
9.25x12.75x3.5 inches
No
Mono
AAC+, AAC LD, G.722
No

30

No

No
No

$6,850 (Xport / Xstream)

www.tieline.com/be Order your FREE demo today 800-950-0750
 Refers to base MSRP without ISDN option for POTS Codes and MSRP for Telos Xstream as of 4'12005 The Teloe logo. Zephyr. Zephyt strral I Lept,,T Xport rol.tereci tr,..1,11arK, o! I I:,
Corporation. e 2004 sacPlus (TM) Coding Tedinokigies Cornrex. Musicam and Telos and associated trademarks are property of then respective owners. Product specifications quoted from the
manufacturer's manual listed on the websee 5112005  Requires additional POTS. ISDN. GSM. IP modules for operation
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Currents Online
Highlights of news items from beradio.com from the past month

WUSN Chicago Begins Continuous HD Radio Multicast
WUSN-FM launched HD -2 "Chicago's Future Country" on May 12.

Amber Alerts via Cell Phone
Most carriers provide the service. Cell phone users can
designate as many as five Zip codes to monitor.

Armstrong Broadcast Plans Continue ) Pure Digital Clear Radio.
Radio

On June 11, the anniversary of the first public demonstration of FM radio
will be commemorated on 42.8MHz in Alpine, NJ. It will be simulcast on WFDU-FM on 89.1MHz.

FCC Launches E-mail Consumer Information Registry
The expanded e-mail service will deliver customized information about the FCC's actions and related develop-
ments in telecommunications and other communications services.

NRSC Submits IBOC Standard to the FCC
On May 18, the NAB and CEA filed the NRSC-5 standard with the FCC.

Fil-annagoes maithly!
Since 1998, Radio magazine has placed our mic icon

on each cover of Radio magazine. At the end of
the year we have held a sweepstakes asking you to find

all of them and enter to win prizes.
To make it more fun, we're going monthly.

Each month, tell us where you think the mic icon
is placed on that issue's cover and you could win

a prize courtesy of Transaudio Group.

This month,
enter to win a
Pauly Superscreen
pop filter.

Enter by June 28.
Send your entry to

radio@primediabusiness.com.

TRANSAUDIO

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to beradio.com.

Mic not included with pop filter.

APT Management Buys Out from SSL
Audio Processing Technology has secured significant
equity and debt funding to complete a management
buyout from its former owner, Solid State Logic.

Site Features
Finding AM Ground Radials

The newest addition to the Engineer's Notebook are tips
from two readers with methods for finding buried ground
radials. Click on the Engineer's Notebook link under Site
Features on the left.

Today in Radio History
Important dates that have shaped radio are available online.
These dates are also listed on the the 2005 Radio
Industry Calendar.

Currents Online Weekly E-mail
Get the Radio magazine headlines delivered to your e-mail
box every Monday morning. Subscribe today for the latest
radio technology headlines.

IBOC Update Twice a month
Stay up to date with the source of digital audio broadcast-
ing news and information. The coverage extends to DRM,
satellite radio and more. Subscribe today.

The DAB Answer Series is Online
Each quarter, Insight to IBOC covers a specific aspect of
digital audio broadcasting. The last installment was in the
May issue. The complete content of each issue is available
online as well.

6 June 2005 RatiluinanazIne www.beradio.com



DSPX V2 now available
V2 software of the ground breaking
FM - DAB - NET digital audio broadcast
processor is now available

 18 24 -bit DSP's provide over 1 GIGA-MIPS  Back panel and rackroom
of processing power (front -panel) FS232 control

 Comprehensive BLUE LED audio metering & screen  LAN (TCP/IP) port for remote monitoring

 Digital and analogue 10 & contro

 Wide and multi -band AGC's with intelligert gating
 Real time cloc< for preset scheduling

 Multi -band programme dependent limit ng  Remote trigger port

 Multi -band look ahead limiting  Silence/fallba:k switching

and distortion cancelled clipping  Password access and control

 High performance DSP stereo encoder  Full Range of aser presets with A/B switching
with composite clipping control  Software upg-adeable

Remote control a DSPX over the internet at Call ojr DSPX NYC office
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Viewpoint

Have a little respect

very so often a discussion among station
enginlers arises about the status of the
station engineer compared to otherstation

mbers. In many cases, a group
that engineers are not treated with

respect or shown the same level of profes-
sionalism that other station personnel see.
The arguments are made that engineering
is too often seen as a necessary evil by the
manager, that engineering only shows ex-
penses while other departments can show
revenue, and that the station staff does not
understand the importance of the engi-
neering department.

I can agree that the arguments are valid,
but unfortunately, the blame is too often
placed on the station staff. The blame
actually lies with the engineer himself.

The situation where the engineer feels
more like a glorified janitor has not been
improved by consolidation. The number
of engineers at a station has remained the
same at best, but more likely it has de-
creased while the number of stations for
which the engineer is responsible has in-

creased. A greater demand on an
individual's time requires the task
at hand to take a more direct
focus. This often results in the
engineer spending less time on
the human element.
The demands of an engineer's

job are different than any other
department at the station. The

hours can be irregular, and
the responsibility ranges

from highly technical to
in -the -trenches physical.

In the end, respect is not
given, it is earned. It is up
to each person to earn
the respect he deserves.
How can you do this?

jv Break the isolation barn-, ers, both real and perceived.
An easy first step is to learn

to speak the language of
the other departments. It's
obvious that they won't

speak ours. While clarity

and accuracy are important, using unfamiliar terms will
only lose the audience. Find the balance between too
much technical information and not enough. Making the
effort to clearly communicate will help.

Dress in the manner that you want to be treated. While
it may not be practical for male engineers to wear ties and
female engineers to wear dresses, business casual attire is
common in most offices today. This lends itself well to the
varied tasks of an engineer. While jeans and a t -shirt may
be comfortable, a polo shirt and khakis are just as comfort-
able and look much nicer. When the day's tasks call for
something more rugged, dress appropriately. If the staff
becomes accustomed to you wearing business casual,
they will likely treat you as an associate and not a handy-
man. They will also take note when you wear something
more utilitarian. In this case, the added benefit is that you
will be noticed, which fits well with my next point.

Make your accomplishments known. You may know
this scenario:

You are hired at a station to fix the shortcomings of the
previous engineer. As you repair the problems or replace
the equipment, equipment reliability improves dramatical-
ly. After a year, the general manager lets you go because
everything works so well. In six months-when break-
downs begin-the next engineer blamesyou forsabotage
because of the failures.

The reality is that regular maintenance kept the equip-
ment running. Once you left, that maintenance stopped.
The manager let you go because he didn't think that you
were needed, because he didn't realize what you did
behind the scenes.

Tell the other managers whatyou are doing.You will need
to find the balance between bragging and providing
information, and you will need to find the balance between
techno-babble and education.

If you are the chief engineer, become a part of the
management team if you're not already. This will require
some office time to provide reports and keep the staff
informed, but the reward will be a greater respect from your
peers, which is what you sought all along. Many radio
groups have a reputation of treating their engineers well.
If your employer does not, take steps t ) change that.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cscherewprimediabusiness.com

E-mail: radio@primediabusiness.corn
Fax: 913-967-1905
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STAC
STUDIO WI. PHONE ACCESS CENTER

GOT CALLERS?
STAC'EM!

No matter what they're talking about, STAC is the best way
to manage your calls.

STAC (Studio Telephone Access Center) puts you in contro
of your talk shows, request/contest lines, call -ins and phonets
with great sound, ease of operation and scalable configura-
tion. Incorporating a pair of Comrex high-performance digital
hybrids, STAC provides the most natural sounding telephone
audio - even when conferencing up to four callers.

The STAC systems available in six (STAC 6) and twelve (STAC 12)
line versions. Connect up to four control surfaces using standard
CAT5 cable no custom cabling required. Best of all, STAC is
incredibly easy to use - anyone can master it in seconds.

Yr I ahimille

Use STAC any place there's a web browser!
II you have a computer, you've already got all the hardware and software
you need. Just log onto the internet using a standard web browser - NO
SPECIAL SOFTWARE TO INSTALL - go to your STAC IP address, and you
are there! STAC 'EM from home, the studio or that great beach in Cancun!

Cool features include:
STAC IP allows call control from multiple networked computers.

 Busy -All makes starting contests a breeze.

 Auto -Attendant answers, plays your message and STACs
callers on hold. Great stress relief for screeners and producers!

Got Calls? Put Comrex On Tile

Toll Free: 800-237-1'76  www.comrex.com  e-mail: infogatlaWex.Corn
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA  Tel: 978-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717
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Even the smallest stations are able to
leverage data technology in their facilities.

MananinuTechnolouv

Maximized data
By Kevin McNamara

n one respect, the consolidation of facilities
lawe have witnessed over the past 10 years
has empowered station engineers to im-
plement some new technologies in a much
quicker time frame than it would have
otherwise. Consolidation created a need to
implement technology; after all, wasn't this
about "maximizing resources?" And what
better business to leverage technology than

one that could conceiv-
ably operate entirely over
a common infrastructure?
At the time, no one really
understood all the bene-
fits that would come from
these new LAN -based ap-
plications and the proto-
cols that were still in the
early stages of develop-
ment. Meanwhile, 802.11,
VPN and VolP were only
discussion topics.

The concept of a local
area network (IAN) has
evolved from a means to
share information and files
within a single facility to
connecting anywhere in
the world. The basis of the
Internet has been around
since the 1940s, primarily
being used by the military
and academic facilities,
but it formed the common

backbone to connect users on a global
scale. The evolution of the Internet Proto-
col and Domain Name Services allowed
specific addresses for the end user and
thus the proliferation of universal e-mail
and the Universal Resource Locator (URL),
which permitted the association of regular
names (for example, www.beradio.com)
to the assigned IP addresses.

Data distribution apps
In the old days, we had individual telco

lines delivered to the station. Some served
the daily business functions, some had a
special exchange and were designated as
listener call -in lines; in the larger markets,

these were also referred to as choke exchanges, which
actively limited or choked the amount of calls to the telco
switch serving the station to protect the switch from
shutting down during times of extremely high traffic, such
as when a station runs a contest. You may also remember
when equalized toll lines might have been necessary to
get program material to and from the station, such as
studio -to -transmitter and remotes. Although more limit-
ed, some stations also had lines that were used to support
off -premise telephone services.

These are four separate applications that constituted a
large portion of a station's operating budget, which can
now be entirely handled by a single, properly designed
data network. In some cases, the monthly recurring costs
of maintaining separate telco lines can be completely
eliminated through the use of company owned micro-
wave or fiber facilities with the exception of costs associ-
ated with connecting to the public switched network. Even
the costs associated with maintaining leasedT-1 orT-3 lines
has dropped dramatically over the past 10 years, particu-
larly as the local Bell Operating Companies are moving
towards IP-based switching.

Networks can handle virtually anything that can be
encoded into a digital format; obviously this includes
audio program material,but let's not forget data acquisition
and control functions, such as those required in the
operation of a remote transmitter or, perhaps, to allow on -
air personnel to control studio functions from a remote
location for something as simple as an off -site event or,
more importantly, for disaster recovery operations.

Vo/P.Voice Over Internet Protocol is beginning to emerge
as a viable option to traditional telephone service. The
proliferation of high-speed broadband connections to
homes and offices has enabled several companies, includ-
ing local telephone companies, to offer the services to
individuals and businesses. The theory is straightforward:
voice is digitized into IP packets and subsequently routed,
either internally to other phones through a dedicatedVolP
server or to a local carrier that provides access to the public
switched network; in other words, they provide the dial
tone. Because the service uses the Internet, there is virtually
no limitation as to the distance or amount of remote
facilities that can be interconnected.VolP-enabled facilities
might also be able to give employees access to the com-
pany phone system from any place that has a broadband
connection, i.e. home, hotel or a remote event.

The cost to implement VolP is rapidly falling, combined
with the potential elimination or reduction of long distance
charges, making this worth considering.

VPN.TheVirtual Private Network permits remote users to
securely access one or more company servers externally
as if they were connected directly to the internal network.

10 June 2005 Radfo magazine www.beradio.com
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Mannino Technology

VPN takes advantage of tunneling where
non -secure IP data can be encapsulated
into a secure IP data stream. With VPN, it is
possible to move an entire studio to any
location with a broadband connection,
assuming that the studio is equipped with
a digital audio storage/play system and
digitally enabled console. Someone just
needs to devise a portable control surface
that could be plugged into a laptop and
permit remote control of the console.

By implementingVolP and VPN,it is possi-
ble to move the primary operations of a
station to anywhere a broadband connec-
tion is available. In case of an emergency,
wouldn't it be nice to have your servers
mirrored in another offsite location?

SAN. The Storage Area Network is the last
line of defense in hardening any network.
Hardening has several meanings, includ-
ing sufficient battery and ac generator back-
up, as well as using a ring approach to
connect various resources. This approach
would give the best diversity in the event of
a loss of one leg of the data path. To carry

this approach one step further, implement a SAN to make
data available over multiple servers, preferably servers
located in a different physical location. SANs can be
interconnected by several protocols, including IF which
give users the flexibility to extend disk backup to anywhere
there is access to sufficiently large data pipes. In the case
of a broadcast facility, this remote location could include
a transmitter site or another company -owned facility in
another market.

Wi-fi. Imagine that all of these services can operate
without any cables. Many stations are taking advantage of
deploying digital microwave systems to connect studios
and transmitter sites, but the 802.XX protocol is making it
possible to connect virtually any network device wireless-
ly. The 802.11a standard permitted a max speed of
54Mb/s, but was limited in distance due to its operation at
the 5.7GHz frequency range. The 802.11b spec provided
a lower overall speed, 11Mb/s, but better range due to its
2.4GHz range. The current spec, 802.11g, provides all the
speed and benefits of both 802.11a and b.

An enhanced specification called WiMAX (802.16) will
be available by 2007.WiMAX is intended to be a long-range,
high-speed wireless protocol intended to be deployed in
a "cell" configuration similar to conventional wireless
telephone networks and can cover an area from 3m to 10m
with data rates of 40Mb/s per channel.
McNamara is president of Applied Wireless, Elkins Park, PA.

BSW is the sole
domestic U.S. dealer
for Arrakis X -mixer products

-13SW
800.426.8434
www.bswusa.com

DIGITAL CONSOLE

10 AND 14 CHANNEL MODELS

DIGITAL AND ANALOG 10

TELEPHONE INTERFACE

STARTS UNDER 15,495
970-461-0730 www. arrakis-systems. corn
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FCC Update

FCC to auction 173 more FM CPs
By Harry Martin

he FCC has announced that it intends to
conduct an auction of 173 FM broadcast
construction permits beginning on Nov.1,
2005. This grouping includes 30 permits
that were not sold during the auction held
last Novemberand 143 newly available FM
allotments. A list of the channels that are up
for grabs is posted on the FCC's website,
www.fcc.gov. (On the left side of the home
page,click"Auctions"and then scroll down
to "4/14/2005, Public Notice DA 05-10767)

The Commission has not yet established
a filing deadline for applications to partic-
ipate in the auction. The likely time for the
filing window will be during late July or
early August. The FCC's staff is also likely to
impose a freeze on minor modification
applications in connection with the auc-
tion-so if you have a minor mod in mind,
you should act promptly or risk being
frozen out until after the auction.

While the Commission's April 14 public
notice sought comments on the proposed
methodology for conducting the auction,
the Commission will likely use the auction
procedures outlined in the notice and
used in previous auctions. Those proce-
dures appeared to work smoothly during
last fall's FM auction.

The proposed procedures include a few
changes in the system since the last FM
auction as a result of the Commission's
having adopted its Integrated Spectrum
Auction System ("ISAS"), which is a rede-
sign of the previous auction application
and bidding systems. The changes will
enhance FCC Form 175 by providing forthe
input of discrete data elements in place of
free -form exhibitsand improve the accura-
cy of submitted Forms 175 through auto-
mated data checking.

Let the bidding begin
The Commission plans another simulta-

neous,multiple-round auction.This means
that bidding will remain open on all con-
struction permits until there is no further
bidding on any construction permit. In
addition, prior to the auction the Commis-
sion will require upfront paymentsthat will

govern the maximum amount of bidding units that a
particular applicant may use during any round. Each FM
allotment is assigned a certain number of bidding units,
which are the same as the dollar amount of the required
opening bid for that construction permit. The amount of
bidding units required to bid on a particular construction
permit remains constant throughout the auction, regard-
less of the dollarvalue to be paid forthe permit. But a bidder
cannot place a bid for any construction permit for which
it does not have sufficient eligibility in terms of bidding
units. Bidding eligibility cannot be increased during the
actual auction, but it can be decreased if an applicant does
not remain sufficiently active.

One change from previous auctions is that the Commis-
sion proposes to divide the auction into two stages based
on activity level. Stage One is the first part of the auction
during which more bidders are actively participating.
During Stage One, a bidder wishing to maintain its level of
bidding eligibility will be required to be active on construc-
tion permits representing at least 75 percent of its current
bidding eligibility. During Stage Two,when there are fewer
permits for which active bids are being submitted, a bidder
will be required to be active on 95 percent of its current
bidding eligibility to maintain that eligibility level.

To participate in the upcoming auction,the first step is to
check the suitability and availability of transmitter sites
within the area where a channel can be located consistent
with the FCC's channel spacing and other technical re-
quirements. Several channels won in Auction 37 turned
out to present potentially fatal problems due to line -of -sight
and other engineering issues that were discovered only
after the permittees' bid money had been paid. Local land
use restrictions also should be considered before any bids
are made.The FCC is selling these permits"as is,where is,"
and no refunds will be available if an allocation turns out
to be marginal or unusable.

Martin is president of the Federal Communications Bar Asso-
ciation and a member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, Arlington,
VA. E-mail martin@thhlaw.com.

Datelin
On or before Aug. 1 radio stations in California

must f le their 2005 renewal applications, biennial
ownership reports and EEO program reports with the
FCC. The Form 396 (EEO program report) requires
the attachment annual EEO public file reports for the
12 -month periods ending in July 2004 and July 2005.

Also on Aug. 1 stations in Alaska, Hawaii, Oregon,
Washington the Pacific Islands must begin their pre -
filing renewal announcements.

14 June 2005 Rain() magazine www.beradio.com



Ask us about the most advanced
technology in digital consoles and
routers for Radio and TV

11043.522.911.2.Egital consoy

- Cost effective and flexible design.
- Flexible inputs and outputs allocated to 'aders.
- Design adaptable to digital and analog environments

for a single studio or multi -studio installations.
_ Enhanced interconnectivity between engines thrc ugh

MADI multi -channel links

- IncorpPrating matorired faders with position memories
enabling the allocation of up to 9 different channe s
pee fader and with instant access.

BC2000 D Router

The same router used by the BC 2000D
Console works as a stand-alone router,
with thousands of inputs and outputs,
summing and processing, with a
scalable and modu'ar architecture.

For more information and user references please visit us at www.aeqbroadcast.com

AEQ also offers excellent communication and audio equipment

_ Fixed and portable ISDN Audio Codecs and
telephone hybrids.

v.-
Acvanced multi -channel
talk show system.

Multiplexers, analogue mixing consoles,
AD Converters, monitors and digital
commentary system for large sport events.

Hand held digital audio recorders.

Phore: 866 817 9745 (US only) (954) 581 7999 -.1> (954.) 581 7731 sales a aeqbroadcast.com

www.aeqbroadcas-Lcom



The annual trek to Las Vegas is behind us, and overall 
impressions of the convention are positive. As always, 

the foot traffic on the convention floor was heavier on 
Monday and Thesday, but Thursday still saw a reasonable number 

of people still making their rounds. Conversations with attendees 
and exhibitors were marked with mostly positive remarks about the 

success of the show It appears that broadcasting is on an upswing. 
The most frequently asked question on the convention floor 

sought information on new products being displayed. If you 
weren't able to make the rounds to every booth, don't worry. We 

covered it for you: The March and April issues -of Radio magazine 
had lots of information about products being unveiled, as did the 
NAB Insider e-mail newsletter,but they only scratched the surface. 

On the following pages you'll find details about some of the 
products that were kept secret until the convention doors opened. 

You'll also find the top picks of our Pick Hitsludges with the 15 

top new products at the convention.The Radio magazine Pick Hits 

1. MINIM I, 

I& J....* 

1=usis 111,, 
euliew 

are the oldest technology awards from the convention, and our 
panel of judges has excelled in its task to find the best of the best. 

Because the Pick Hits are limited to 15 products, there are many 
introductions that do not receive the honor. The Pick Hits are 

included on the following pages. You can see the list of the judges 
and the official rules as well. 

Because of the scope of convention, it's impossible to include 
every new product Introduction even in the pre- and post -show 

issues. Look for more great products in the New Products section 
of upcoming issues, as well as the annual Product Source accom- 

panying the September issue. 

Chriss Scherer, ecitor 

111 

6s 
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Au 
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Recognizing Excellence 
The Pick Hits of NAB2005 

The Pick Awards are the original technol- 

ogy award presented at the NAB con- 
vention. First awarded in 1985, the 
awards recognize innovation in prod- 

uct development with an eye to meet- 
ing the practical needs for radio. The 

winners are selected by a panel of radio professionals 
who work independently and anonymously to find the top 
new products introduced at the convention.The panelists met 

on Wednesday during the convention to make their final 

se ections, which are limited to 15. With so 
many new products introduced, this can 

be a difficult task. While their identities 

are kept secret during the convention, 
we can tell you who they are now. See 

the list on page 50. 

The Pick Hits judges also follow established guidelines to 
make their selections. See the rules on page 48. 

Compiled by Ka ri Taylor 

16 June 2005 REPhimotiazine www.beradio.com 
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NAB2005
Stats:
Attendance:104,427
Exhibitors: 1,400
Show floor area: 819,000 sq. ft.

For comparison, the 2004 convention attracted 97,544 attendees,
1,392 exhibitors and covered 796,000 square feet of exhibit space.

www.beradio.com uazine June 2005 17
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File transfer service
Arrakis
Connected Radio: This service lets stations transfer audio, events, logs and text between
multiple stations,station personnel, remotes, program originators and remote talent. The
station provides a PC with Internet access at each site and Arrakis does the rest. Files can
be transferred by dragging and dropping. The service provides the functions and links for
the user. Once files are received, they can automatically be routed to the appropriate
destination, regardless of the software or automation system that will use the file.

970-461-0730: f 910-883-1010

mumids-sysimentor siesaanakis-syskimuss

Digital Radio
Is In His Future,

Belden Should
Be In Yours!

Don't Trust Your Digital
Conversion to Anything
Other Than Belden -
The Proven Leader in Broadcast
And Data Cable Technology.

Belden is the leader in broadcast cable
technology, offering the best quality and the
broadest line of audio and video cables in the
industry. In fact. Belden Brilliance products
are the important link in any number of radio
broadcasts, network and cable TV broadcasts.
and post -production recording and film studios.
For radio. this includes hundreds of top-quality
cables for instrumentation. microphone and
line -level equipment applications - including
AES/EBU-compliant digital cable designs.

Additionally Belden is the market leader in
Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) data cable
design. supplying extremely high quality cables
for 10 Gigabit Ethernet performance. as well

:11)_
BRILLIANCE

as Category 6 and 5e. And, only Belden
offers UTP cables with Bonded -Pairs. Belden
Bonded -Pair cables ensure good attenuation
characteristics over longer distance since
the pair conductors are bonded together to
maintain a consistent conductor -to -conductor
spacing. Bonded -Pairs also mean Installable
Performance - that is, unlike other UTP
designs, Bonded -Pair cables
maintain their superior electrical
performance even atter
the rigors of installation.

So. for a better link to the
future. stay tuned to Belden.

For a FREE Digital Studio Cable Guide or
a FREE cable sample. call: Belden CDT
Electronics Division 1-800-BELDEN-4
Or. go to Belden's Web site at:
www.belden com/radio

Belden

P0e5 Belden CDT Inc

Frank Foti (right) of Omnia Audio shows
Mark Humphrey of WRTI, Phildelphia the
functions of processing for surround sound.

IP 5
HIT

SPS-capable radio
Radiosophy

r-

Multistream: This transportable HD
Radio receiver can handle any number
of multiple digital streams along with
existing HD Radio and analog signals.
The removable receiving unit measures
less than 6" x4" and the complete radio
is less than 16" x 7". When broadcasters
add a second digital stream. the receiver
will allow listeners to receive the addi-
tional programming.

605-232-6465: fax 612-435-3380

www.radiosophy.cam; info@radiosophy.com

What the judges had to say:

"This HD Radio receiver has hit an
affordable price point."

"Units priced like this will help
accelerate the HD Radio transition. -

18 June 2005 Raul 4o magazine www.beradio.com
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radi osophym
e igent Radios

Tell your listeners
about the affordable,
transportable receiver.
And get paid for
your efforts.

259
Suggested Retail

Broadcast Partner Program
www.radiosophy.corr/getpaid
800-4H D -RADIO 0000.'
(800-443-7234

FO Radio

411

We Know Radio!
# of listeners in range

of HD Radio broadcasts

Copyright 2005 Radiosophl,. t t C -- all Rights Reserved.
Radiosophy. the Radiosoohy logo. MultiSt ream HO tie
MultsStrearn HD low. Cc/Rand Button. and Operand
Preset are trademarks of 4ad,m0PhY t LC,
HO Radio is a trade -mark sod the HD Radio Logo
is a registered trademark of telourtyGgitalC r poravon

R1001
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HD Radio monitor dp

Day Sequerra
HS) RaHto Turns FM AB :11113 HO

AUTO ;OLU

&''

M4:Like the M2,the M4 offers a low noise RF front end with built-in preselector and double-bellanced mimee. is lowpler DAC and Class
A biased audio output provide playback of HD Radio 96kb/s programming. Synthesized pislibutton baling or.ks1 ani FM bands
balanced audio outputs at +4dBV on 3.5mm Eurostyle modular connectors and a multi -firm- ( m liquid crv.tal ,fisplEyane zil featur.
of this monitor. Ten preset stations per AM and FM band are offered,as well as left- and right In .gram s pia] n -6calcrs. The unit alsc
featuresan HD Radio digital to analog program time -alignment monitor.

856419-9900: fax 856-719-9903: www.daysequerta.conrinfo@daysequeira.iim

What the judges had to say:

"Finally:a rack -mount HD Radio receiver "The compact size and affond.b:e price aught .-ny '

Tube -final HD Radio transmitter
Continental Electronics
816HD: Building on the success of the 816R series of
transmitter, Continental has adapted the transmitter to
the 816HD, which is capable of amplifying HD Radio
signals. Currently available in power levels up to 35kW,
the transmitter uses the same overal design as the 816R -
C series transmitter, except for a 4CX20000E tube final.
Additional components are upgraded for the linear

amplification, including a linear driver stage. The transmitter efficiency is about 65
percent. Existing 816R -C series transmitters can he upgraded to 816HD status.

800-133-5011: fax 214481-3250: www.contelec.com: sales@contelec.cam

Several engi nee -s from Cox listen to an
update on new prodJctstr3m Belar.

       

Tomorrow
Today.
The DaySequerra M4 HD RadioTuner is the first broadcast quality. MULTICAST CAPABLE tuner available.

RadioTuner

M

FM

AUT

 SYNTHESIZED, PUSHBUTTON TUNING FOR AM AND FM BANDS

 BALANCED AUDIO OUTPUTS AT +4dBV ON 3.5MM EUROSTYLE

MODULAR CONNECTORS

 TRANSFORMER ISOLATED AES3 DIGITAL AUDIO OUTPUT -

5.1 SURROUND CAPABLE

 10 PRESET STATIONS PER AM AND FM BAND

 DEMODULATED AUDIO PROGRAM PEAK AND SIGNAL PRESENT INDICATORS

 HIGH QUALITY HEADPHONE OUTPUT ON FRONT PANEL

 HD RADIO' TO ANALOG PROGRAM TIME -ALIGNMENT MONITOR

adi
HD RadioTuner

9 3MHz HD

CO Jazz
RESET

I

ping June 20

DaySequerra
An11-11 = I S,. PS It

154 Cooper Rd. S902  IL
856-719-

seouerra.
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The routing switcher gets a new twist.
(About five twists per inch, actually.)

Everybody needs to share audio. Sometimes just a few signals - sometimes a few hundred. Across the hall, between floors, now and then
across campus. Routing switchers are a convenient way to manage and share your audio, but will your GM really let you buy a router that costs

more than his dream car? Unlikely.

If you need a routing switcher but aren't made of money, consider Axia, the Ethernet -based audio network. Yes, Ethernet. Asia is a true network.

Place our audio adapter nodes next to your sources and destinations, then connect using standard Ethernet switches and Cat -6. Imagine the

simplicity and power of Ethernet connecting any studio device to any other, any room to any other, any building to any other... you get the idea.

Rue,' WV' 01E bot 
grfovrt arch mow
Wen. INei Aria 1'

la raid do= me atio dbe

1111. ui Amy =MA.
NriAma rook  saga

giranyco

Saw Set

Scalable, flexible, reliabk.- pick any three.
An expensive proprietary router isn't practical for

smaller facilities. In fact, it doesn't scale all that

well for larger ones. Here's

where an expandable

network really shines.

Connect eight Axia 8x8 Audio Nodes using

Cat -6 cable and an Ethernet switch, and

you've got a 64x64 routing switcher. And you

can easily add more I/O whenever and

wherever you need it. Build a 128x128 sys-

tem... or 1024x1024... use a Gigabit fiber back-

bone and the sky's the limit.

elM111.111111111111...14-111.11mMo

Put your preamps

where your mics are.

Most mainframe routers have no mic inputs,

so you need to buy preamps. With Axia zou get

ultra -low -noise preamps with Phantom power

Put a node in each studio, right next to the mics,

to keep mic cables nice and tight, then .;erd

multiple mic channels to the network og a single
Cat -6 cable. And did we mention that each Mic

Node has eight stereo line

outputs for headphones?

Nice bonus.

Are you still using PC sound cards?

Even the best sound cards are compromised

by PC noise, inconvenient output connectors,

poor headroom, and other

gremlins. Instead, load the

Axia IP-Audio Driver for

Windows' on your workstations and connect
directly to the Axia audio network using their

Ethernet ports. Not only will your PC productions

sound fantastic, you'll eliminate sound cards and

the hardware they usually feed (like router or

console input modules). Just think of all the

cash you'll save

F.

With a little help from our friends.
A networked audio system doesn't just

replace a traditional router - it Improves upon
it. Already, companies in our industry are realiz-

ing the advantages of tightly integrated systems,

and are making new products that reap those
benefits. Working with our

partners, Axia Audio is

bringing new thinking and
ideas to audio distribution, machine control.

Program Associated Data (PAD), and even

wiring convenience.

Put your snake on a diet.

Nobody loves cable snakes.

Besides soldering a jillion connectors, just ty

finding the pair you want when there's a

change to make. Axia Audio Nodes come

in AES/EBU and balanced stereo analog

flavors. Put a batch of Nodes on each end

of a Cat -6 run, and BAM! a bi-directioral

mule -c harm& snake. Use media converters

and a fiber link for extra -long

runs betweer studios -
or between buildings.

-111.milup 4 6-

Would you like some control with that?
There are plenty of ways to control your Asia

network. For instance, you'll find built-in

webservers on all Axia equipment for easy

configuration via browser. PathfinderPC
software 'Or Windows gives you central

control of every audio path in

your plant. Router Selector

nodes allow quick local

source selection, and intelligent studio control

surfaces let talent easily access and mix any

source in your networked facility.

&vewire
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101111
-This sounds expensive' lust the opposite, really. Axia saves money by elim.nating distribution amps, line selectors, sound cards,

patch bays, multi -pair cables, and tons of discrete wiring - not to mention the installation and maintenance time you'll recover.
And those are just side benefits: our hardware is about half the cost of those oig mainframe routers. That's right... half

Once you experience the benefits of networked audio. you will never want to go back. AxlaAudio.com for details.
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Audio router controller

Audioarts Engineering
Audioarts Net: The small station router,
which is similar to the Wheatnet 4864,
features a secure audio network. Eight

network ports are standing by for audio inputs and outputs
or console interface. The expandable controller features a status indicator LED display
and is capable of switching 1,024 channels and control. Via a high-speed network, it can
connect studios and operation centers while combining shared resources and wiring in
the technical operations center.

252-638-7000: fax 252-631-1285: twAtwheattole.cenz sales@wheatstemexam

CREATIVE USE OF DATA
INCREASES LISTENERSHIP
AND REVENUE.

Available now.
Enhanced data on your FM, HD Radio and Internet streams can

make your station more competitive. Only BE offers broadcasters

complete, fully functional and affordable data solutions. The Radio

Experience.' is a scalable set of hardware, software and services

that make it easy to feed branding, program information, traffic

and weather... even content associated text ads and promotions.

Whether you want basic "now playing" RDS text, playlist related

e -commerce on your website or any of the dozens of data

possibilities, BE's got you covered!

theradioexperience-

I =E
Broadcast Electronics, Inc.  4100 North 24th Street. PO. Box 3606. Quincy. Illinois 62305-3606 U.S.A.

Telephone: (217) 224-9600  Fax: (217) 224-9607  E -Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com

Broadcast Electronics and the BE logo are registered trademarks of Broadcast Electronics, Inc
HD Radio is a registered trademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation

OWDO mews
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DR -1110:

Designed
for broadcast

journalism field
wark, this recorc er

cepUres sound
through the built-in or

external mic The unit uses the sane
batteries as a NDkia cellular phore.
Various file to -mats can be selected,
and audio cam De edited on the -e-
corder. Files are t-ansferred via U.
The recorder inc mks an FM radio
with 20 preset -3.

954-581-7M; in ;54-581-7733
www.aeqbroalcastr.o csales@aeqbroadcast.co n

What the judges had to say:

Ts so compazt bat so versatile."

"The built-in tulerkscesequipmert
deers sight field."

Klotz Digital has added to its line of
console and router systems.

22 June 2005 Katifu_llatauazine www.beradio.com



ReVenueSuiteTmfrom elpaarc

After you close the logs,
we start selling.

Installs in minutes!
Receive on -demand
paid spots starting

immediately!

Sear Seade,o4 maestro
SCOTT STUDIOS AND MAESTRO ARE PRODUCT LINES OF dMAHL,

RevenueSuiten" is a new proprietary media

solLtion that continues to generate station

revenues even after your regular sales force has

left for the day. And only dMarc offers it.

Added to your Scott SS32 or Maestro digital

autjmation systems (which if you don't already

have, you shoddl, RevenueSuite fills any inventory

opportunities remaining once your logs are closed.

It oJerates au-,omatr...ally, without administration

by your managers, without manual trafficking or

management 3f carts. The only impact to you is

new profits added to your bottcrr. line.

Even better, RevenueSuite functions without

compromisinc your local rate card, spot revenue

or ocal sales. In other words, it's a Win -Win -Win

for you, your station, and your bottom line.

RevenueSuite. Maximize the value of your

inventory-cash you'd otherwise never see.

Call Toll Free 1-888-438-7268

er arc
www.dmarc.net

RevenueSuite@dMarc.net

DIAGNOSTICS I DATASERVICES I SARBANES-OXLEY I REVENUESUITE
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Broadcast console
Sierra Automated Systems

OOOOOO ern mos

Rubicon SL: The Rubicon SL radio broadcast console control surface was manufactured for the smaller -market station or less
demanding studio. Like its bigger brother Rubicon,the SL offers complete integration wilt the SAS 32KD and the SAS Connected Digital
Network, as well as stand-alone operation with the new upgraded Riolink mixer and router.

818-840-6749: fax 818-840-6751: www.sasaudio.com: sales@sasiudio.com

What the judges had to say:

"The smaller size fits into more applications."

"A real space savings is provided by the new metering options."

"The slimmer size and simplified controls are great."

d:

Six -channel audio controller
Broadcast Devices
ACS -300: Two versions of this product are
available. The ACS -300 a2cepts six balanced

audio channels and on command dim the level of these channels
by 10dB,20dB,30dB or completely. The ACS -300V provides remote volume control of all ch sr.nels. The unit offers
a muting capability for control rooms that monitor 5.1 audio systems. All audio connections are made via XLR
connectors. A 15 -pin DB connector provides the control function for dimming or muting by connecting the
appropriate pin to ground. Remote status for dim and mute are also provided.

914-137-5032; fax 914-736-6916; wwwbroadcast-devices.cam: sales@bmsdast-devices.cia
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wizard 4 Windows
now brings

Multi Station
Monitoring

to your desktop
with true multitasking

www.belar.com 610-687-5550

*mail sales(abelar.com

See our interactive demo
at www.belar.caft .
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High -power FM exciter
Eddystone Broadcast

XE250: The XE series of exciters has a new addition: the XE250.
The full -featured 250W broadcast FM exciter that is atsosuited for use as a low-power,stand-
alone transmitter. It uses an updated, highly linear modulator for quality sound without

The Dmarc booth was busy with
activity on Monday afternoon.

Frequency coordination
software
Society of Broadcast
Engineers

OTOOLBOX.

OM. ...we

SBEToolbox:Provided free of charge to SBE
and affiliated frequency coordinators, this
software uses a runtime version of Filemak-
er Pro so no additional software is required.
The software will allow the user to import
records used in the SBE's previous DOS -
based software. It automatically calculates
distance and bearing from latitude and
longitude, has automatic e-mail and letter
writing features and wireless mic and IFB
tables built in. The software can be used for
regular day-to-day local coordination as
well as event coordination purposes.

311-848-9000; fax 317-848-9120: www.sbe.org

T.__ 1 0
E -1 0
rinnn

fill fill

overshoot. The exciter features a comprehensive LCD -based interface for all parameter
settings and display. It provides N+1 compatibility with system control, settings and
monitoring via RS -232 orTCP/IP The TCP/IP feature also allows remote control,setting and
monitoring of the exciter and transmitter via any Java -enabled Web browser. The quick -
view LEDs show status information, including system normal, mute and modulation alarm.

+441189 768818; fax +44 1189 403630: vnivi.addygone-broadcastioni: sales@addystoae-broadcastcom

40 Years as the
World Leaders
for Vacuum
Capacitors
Since 1965, COMET has been manufacturing high

quality fixed and variable vacuum capacitors for
broadcast applications.

Our commitment to superior product quality and
custcmer service has enabled close cooperation
with leading international companies in the
RF industry.

COMET vacuum capacitors are utilized in various
applications in broadcasting, from medium
and short-wave brcadcast and communications
transmitters to antenna tuning units or
couplers in avionics and mobile equioment.
Our -ixed and variable capacitors are
proven the world aver...

Contact us for information on the
broadest product portfolio
in the industry!

COMET North America
76 Pr -Digress Drive

Stam'ord, Connecticut 06932
USA
(203)969-2161
(203)969-2162
usa@tomet.ch www.comet.ch

e 11

COMET
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Voice processor
Aphex Systems

e,om; ti
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230: Fez-tures of this voice processor include a reflected plate
amplifier tube mic preamp,an easy -rider compressor, a logic -
assisted gate, a split band de-esser and an aural exciter. The
processor oilers +4dBu and -10dBV outputs, as well as 24 -bit/
96kHz ND AES, S/PDIF and optical outputs. It also features a
low -jitter wcrd clock output, word clock input and a cough
switch ;soft mute).

818-761-2929: fax 818-167-2641

www.aphex.conEsales@aphex.com

What the judges
had to say:

"Incredib6,aflintlable

"Lots of power in a
small package."

Studio Technologies shared booth space with Radio Systems
again this year. Vince Fiola of Studio Technologies discusses
various features of his products.

Music scheduling system
Prophet Systems
Musicgen Pro: Musicgen Pro is a music scheduling system built
for the Windows operating system. The unit features customized
reporting capabil ties, scheduling flexibility including non-musi-
cal events, single and enhanced hourly stack scheduling and
automatic history reconciliation. The system is compatible with
most automation systems, and offers an automatic software up-
date feature.

800-658-4403: fax 308-284-4181: twmpropheftyLcom salesapisphatritcam

Design ))) Build ))) Installation

Ram Broadcast Systems builds studios for
mcst cf North America's major networks,
grcup stations, and news organizations.

Ram offers comprehensive studio design,
fabrication, systems integration, and
conponents. Put Ram's 35 years of
experience to work for you:

 St_idio Design Et Fabrication
 Pre -Wired Systems
 Broadcast Furniture
 Switchers
 Mitering
 Amplifiers
 Wire &Cable
 Racks
 Accessories
 Used Equipment
 And More!

RAM Broadcast Systems

WWW.raMSySCOM.corn
800.779.7575
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The 'Bridge' hardware ...

supplied by Arrakis contains the audio sound

cards, routing switchers, and control logic so

that the PC requires NO special hardware or

setup. This means that the PC can be off -

the -shelf, and unmodified so that it is easily

serviced locally. The Xtreme 'Solutions' pro-

gram is per workstation for complete redun-

dancy and backup. Imagine an AM/FM

combo with production room for only $300

per month. With more than 15 years of

automation experience and thousands of

Arrakis automation systems in the field

around the world, Arrakis can provide you

with the solution that meets BOTH your

business AND technology needs.

Xtreme 'HARDWARE'
a 16 x 3 stereo routing

switcher, dual PC sound

cards, & control logic

NEW Digilink Satellite Automation...

ONLY $100 PER MONTH
)01 M

mil
mil Xtreme

'SOFTWARE'
powerful Win-Cl mill dows PC software

mli for live air, auto-iiiiii(P. :1 Nab mation, schedul-
ing, and produc-ii

110111111 =MI
tion

No down payment

Return at any time

Free Factory training

Free Hardware support

Free Telephone support

Free Software upgrades

Free Hardware upgrades

Free PC and Network setup

the XTREME 'Solutions' program
Xtreme is a complete solution for live & automated On Air Radio

systems. Pay one very low monthly fee, and we do the rest. We

supply the audio hardware, software, and support, while all that

you supply is the PC. Without a large initial equipment investment

there is no financial risk or capital expense; the old automation sys-

tem can be upgraded out of current operating costs. With free sys-

tem configuration and training ycu receive the help you need to

make a smooth transtion to the new system. With free hardware

replacement, ongoing repairs are worry free. Free telephone sup-

port helps train new staff, and free software upgrades means you

have tie latest product features at no cost. The only hardware that

is not included is the PC computer and we can help you with that

too... also for free.

970-461-0730 www.arrakis-s tems.co

...the risk free automation system
XTREME-digilink

now shipping !!! rrakis
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Audio router controller
Wheatstone

Wheatnet 4864: The new central
switch for all Bridge routing systems,
this controller offers 48 ports with
each supporting 128 channels of au-
dio inputs and outputs plus control

data.liso 4864 units will provide auto-failover redundancy for the Bridge system. Onboard
X -Y controllers provide rack room source/destination control and operators have access
to all crosspoint metering and monitoring.

252-638-7000: fax 252-631-1285; www.wheatstone.com: sales@wheatstone.com

Looking for a new Digital Audio System? Why not try the

'OMT Technologies has always had a reputation for
developing innovative products for the radio industry.
We pride ourselves on being the first for so many new
digital automation technologies and will continue to
give our clients the tools they need to take on the
future of radio

Ron Paley - Founder, OMT Technologies

Broadcast Automation Software

Innovation has been the trademark for OMT since
1984, with an impressive list industry firsts that
have set the stage for the future of broadcast solutions

iMediaTouch features:
- Non-proprietary hardware use any audio card any PC
- Supports MP2 MP3 PCM. WMA and Dolby AC3'
- Live Assist Satellite or Full Automation
 Complete website integration with XML or HTML output
- On -Air Promo builder for on the fly promos
CD Ripper and complete production tools for automation

- On -Air studio or Production studio Voicetracking
- On -Air Phone bit editor with full production capabilities
- RDS 8 HD Radio ready

From being the only true non-propnetary broadcast automation system, to our #1 selling digital logger and our
award winning Internet streaming software, our 'Media product lines provide innovative choices for your radio

group or station

Find out why over 1000 radio stations and the top consumer rnuSiC providers all chose OMT products

Crilt. The Ongtnal. The Stindani. The Innovalor.

To find out more, call us Toll Free 888 665 0501 or visit www.imediatouch.com

Marsh Gooch of Tascam demonstrates
new CD playback and multi -tracking
editing packages to Radio magazine's
Kari Taylor.

USB audio interface
Digigram
UAX220: This USB audio interface was
specificallydesigned for broadcast and
pro audio applications. Supplied in a
17cm x 22cm bag, the unit features two
balanced analog inputs and two

balanced analog outputs on Neutrik
XLRs, 24-bit/48kHz resolution, a dynam-
ic range greater than 103dB (A -weight-
ed) and a 1/t -inch headphone output.
Once connected to a USB port on a
computer (Windows 2000 and XF:Mac
OS X, Linux), the unit is automatically
recognized as a USB audiacompliant
device without needing additional driv-
ers. External powe- is not required.

703-815-9100: fax 103-875-9161

viwwdigigram.cogiiput@thgigram.com

What the judges had to say:

Fuil-size connectors make thisa robust
unit. No more broken connectors."

"The audio controls on the unit make
changes easier than accessing

software."
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Breaking News
in the Palm of Your Hand

I

111

PMD660

PtiftOmi

!Z.

marantz
PROFESS/EMAIL

\NN For mcre in ormation visit www.-mpro.com
or call 1-866-405-2154

e e

The Marantz Professional PMD660 is the first
compact solid-state recorder that fits in the palm o- your

hand When breaking news hits you need to know that you

have a professional hand-held recorder that will provide

high quality digital audio and quickly get the "big stories"

to the newsroom! Virtual Track Mode (VTM) anc Copy

Segment features allow on -board editing so you can record

in the field, edit the fi e anc send directly to the ;tation to
hit the next newscast!

 4 hours of uncompressed 48k .wav recording
on 2 g g card

 USB direct download
 4 hour battery life 'alkaline, NiCAD, NiMH)
 XLR inFuts with 48 phartom power
 One -touch record with 2 second audio cache

 On -board editing with Mork Segment for transfer of

cw.tomized audio fi es

 Virtual Track Mode (VTM) allows easy playback of
custom zed marked points of recording

 EDL markings durirg record or playback
No moving parts / no maintenance

 Two Built-in Stereo mics

 Optional RC600 Remote Control available

&M Professional
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HD Radio monitor
Day Sequerra

M2: The M2 offers over -sampling 24-bit/96kHz
DAC combined with the proprietary Class A -
biased audio output circuitry that provides transparent and dynamic audio.The high resolution.peak and hold 50 -segment LED meters
indicate the RF carrier modulation percent and audio modulation in decibels. The M2 uses a multi -function display for tuning and
other station information. The monitor also includes alarms for over -modulation, loss of audio and loss of carrier. All tuner functions
can be monitored and controlled remotely via an optional PC interface.

   

  ea

181111111111.

Product Showcase
Model TTI-2 Time Temperature  ID Delivery
 time and temperature delivery for automation

 60 seconds of user recordable storage
 programable self -triggering mode option eu,jiao,re!
 professional male announcer voice
 temperature in Fahreiheit or Celcius
 battery backed AC synchronized clock

.711,r7P7T 7-11-1r77111111r7.:

Sine Systems
615.228.3500

eor r furnanon www.sinesystems.com

A Rectifier To Fit
Your
Transmitter

oe
gr.

No matter
what transmitter
you own. we can
provide quality
rectifiers from stock.
We have a reliable.
cost-effective solution to
meet the requirements of
most AM and FM transmitters
built since the 1950s at prices
better than the manufacturers'.

We Have CCA Rectifidl

Rectifier Upgrades Available
Same Day Shipments

www.rectifiers.com
800-649-6310

-IVC,L
3728

856-719-9900: fax 856-719-9903

www.daysequerra.com:Info(_&..daysequerra.com

What the judges had to say:

It provides a great deal of
monitoring power'

"With SPS built-in. plus the modularity
it will not become obsolete."

Terrain database
V -Soft Communications

    

Shuttle Radar Topography Mission: This
terrain database is a three arc -second da-
tabase for the United States,Mexico,Central
and South America,the Caribbean and the
lower two-thirds of Canada. The lower
image shows the enhanced resolution
compared to previous data. An elevation
dataset for locations outside of the United
States,the database is a real -world interfer-
ometric scan, so it includes buildings that
may appear along with the topography.
The SRTM is a joint project between the
National Geospatial Intellegence Agency
and the National Aeronautical and Space
Administration. The data was collected
using interferometry by the Space Shuttle
Endeavour during February of 2000.

800-743-3684: fax 319-286-9212

viviwv-sott.com; infoev-saftcam
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THE SWITCH
IS ON.

Coast to coast.
Border to border
Broadcasters in markets large

and small are switchi ig to the
elegant Rubicon- family of con-
sole control surfaces -rom Sierra
Automated Systems.

In return, Rubicon s power,
adaptability, and easy -to -use

controls are turning cn hundreds
of DJs, operators, engineers and
programmers across America.

Rubicon, and the 'ersatile new
Rubicon SL, are the primary
user interface of a proprietary
system of audio routiig, mixing,
distribution, intercom, IFB, and
automation that we call the
Connected Digital
Network:.

At the

network's
hub is the
32KD
digital
router/
mixer,

the proven

performer
in many
hundreds of radio, r etwork, and
film installations arcund the world.

RIOLink remcfe I/O router/
mixer now provides stand-alone
or backup mixing r addition to
interconnection frorr the studio to
the central 32KD.

To learn more about why so
many broadcasters are switching
to Rubicon and the ---onnected
Digital Network, ci-e us a call,
or drop us an emai.

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

1.818.840.6149 radio4sasaudio.com







and here...
WCBS NewsRadio

New York, NY

StudioHub+
connects the

Klotz Digital Vadis

platform with
Prophet Digital

Delivery in

7 studios.

StudioHub+
and here...

Radio Free Europe

Washington, DC

StudioHub+
connects the

Klotz Digital Vadis

platform with D.A.V.I.D

Digital Delivery

in 4 studios.

WXPN/World Café
Philadelphia, PA

StudioHub+
connects the Logitek

Numix consoles

with RCS Digital

Delivery in 7 studios.

is here.  
and here...

WTOP Radio

Washington, DC

StudioHub+
connects Pacific

Recorders' VistaMax

consoles with ENCO

digital delivery in

3 studios.



Nassau

Broadcasting

Southern New Hampshire

StudioHub+
connects

Radio Systems'

Millenium Consoles

tc Scott Studios'
Digital Delivery

in 9 studios.

working in these prestigious broadcast
facilities and hundreds of others
across the country.

WIP News

Talk Radio

Philadelphia,PA

StudioHub+
connects SAS

Rubicon surfaces

and 32KD switcher

with BE AudioVault

in 8 studios.

and here...

StudioHub+
is the CAT -5 shielded wiring solution
for plug -and -play connectivity
of every analog or digital device in your
facility. Save time and money on and make
your next installation fully digital -
ready with StudioHub+.
Call today for
a free
custom
configuration and
a certified installer in
your area.

and here...

Studio
manufactured by

Radio Systems, Inc.
6oi Heron Drive, Logan Township, NJ 08085

phone: (856) 467-8000 Fax:(856) 467-3044

www.radiosystems.com

XM Satellite
Radio

Washington, DC

StudioHub+
connects the Klotz

Digital Vadis

platform with Dalet

digital delivery in

8o+ studios.

KRCW Radio

Santa Monica, CA

StudioHub+
connects the Klotz

Digital Vadis platform

with Dalet Digital

Delivery in 7 studios.
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Audio codec
Conn rex

Access: The BRIC
technology (Broad-
cast Reliable Internet
Codec) in this codec

enables broadcasters to use a variety of commonly available
Internet access points to broadcast real-time audio. The unit
uses widely available wired circuits like DSL, cable, POTS and
frame relay as well as wireless circuits such as Wi-fi, 1XRTT,
Edge and 3G data networks. The codec is available in rack
mount and portable units. Capable of providing voice quality
connections over IP connections, the codec also offers a
stereo mode that optimizes performance when used on
managed data networks.

800-237-1176; fax 978-184-1111: www.comrex.com; info@corrax.com

What the judges had to say:

"This hasgreat flexibility
fora wide range of uses."

"The extensive
compatibility with

various paths is ideal."

Portable FM antenna
Armstrong Transmitter
FMA-2VBP: This broadband antenna
breaks apart for easy transport and sets
up in moments. The unit is packaged
in a standard hard shell shotgun case
for shipping. Multiple bay versions
with branch -fed harness and power
divider are available. The antenna
features 2kW per bay input power
capability,'/x" input to each bay,broad-
band 88MHz to 108MHz range and a
heavy-duty brass construction.

315-673-1269: fax 315-613-9972

www.umsfrongticom; sales@annstrongtx.com

Digital on -air
console
Harris

PR&E Stereomixer Digi-
tal: The newest mem-
ber of the Vistamax
family of products, this
all -digital console is designed
for smaller markets or larger installa-
tions that need a mixer for smaller studio use. Available in a 4RU
or a 15"x15" table -top package, the console supports four analog
inputs, three digital inputs, two stereo analog and digital program
outputs, as well as mix -minus, monitor and headphone outputs.
It also features LED metering like the BMX Digital and RMX Digital.
800-622-0022: fax 513-459-3890; wwwkaadcasthartis.cam; broadcastahanis.com

r,,)

I
v.

The Ibiquity booth included this vehicle with a demonstration of
HD Radio multicast.

Telephone interface
Circuitwerkes
Mictel: This is a pertable
field amplifier with Telco,
cellular and line level
outputs with an inter-
nal limiter. The unit
provides outputs for a
telephone handset,
cellular phone or t al-
anced line level at up
to +10dBm. Audio in-
puts are from phone handset,cell phone or balanced line. The unit
operates 36 hours on :wo 9V alkaline batteries. Other features
include active, balanced, mic/line input; long life potentiometers
and VCA control of send audio; and a user-switchable, internal
limiter that prevents clipping. The unit also features external power
input with silent,auto-switching battery backup,and individual gain
controls for send, receive and headphone levels.
352-335-6555: fax 352-380-0230; www.circuitwerkes.com; info@circuitwedies.com

Broadcast power monitor
Bird Electronic
BPM-E & BPM-E7:Thissystem offers

1

users more options in how they
measure, monitorand protect their
RFtransmission systems. Its RFtest
port enables users to verify spec-
trat compliance for many applica-
tions including IBOC. Features of
this system include alarm detection and
notification,instant e-mail alerts, remote powerNSWR monitor-
ing and administration, RF test port, access to historical data
through data log,Fing. and a small footprint forminimal rack space.

440-519-2062; fax 440-248-3190

wwwhirtl-electronic.com;sales@bird-electronic.com

ainn

What the judges
had to say:

"This is an ideal system

to monitordigital
transmissions."

"Eliminating the sampling slugs is a real step !inward."
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SANITIZED FOR YOUR PROTECTION
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SOME WORDS SHOULD BE OBSCENE AND NOT HEARD
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EVENTIDE BD5D0 BROADCAST DELAY
-_-.--..-

PANIC NM foe NAI REBUILD

WE AND EKr.

Eventide Broadcast Denys are designed to <eep 3 -0 -=nay off
your air, and angry listelers, embarrassed adverise-s, and
the FCC off your back. We invented :he o3scenry db ay and
have a solution for sta-ions large aid small that D-0. ides up
to 80 seconds of the ighest qua ity revalue end !cense-
protecting delay

Cur new HD compatible BD600, 24-bt dela}, cones Flandard
with AES/EBU. and prc'Ades up to 30 seconds o- memory -
twice as much as other delays. There we full} ac ustable
Celay and Dump funct ons, and a Snee.e fun-.--icr which
"edits" audio en-enng -he delay, allowing tie host tc sneeze,
cough, or make a shor comment w lhout being heal on air.

The BD600 offers two dtferent met -rods o- delay bui cup and

PAW TC.
ZERO

1111
)FFZE

Lk L.

reduction: Eventide's catch-up and catch -down system,
and an exclusive fast -entry -and -exit feature which allows
starting a broadcast with the delay already built up to a safe
amount and ending it with a rapid reduction of delay.

For HD, the BD600 offers MicroPrecision DelayTM mpde
which allows up to 10 seconds of delay to be adjusted in
real time in 100 nanosecond increments. This is usefu for
synchronizing analog and digital signals while on -air, without
auditle artifacts, to maintain a seamless user experience.

Whatever your size, whatever your format, you can't expect
to protect the integrity cf your air and the foundation of Your
business without an Eventide Broadcast Delay in your rack.

Eventide HD COMPATIBLE

Eventide is a -ecistered rs demark arid VIcroPrecision Delay is a trademark of Eventide Inc ,-S23135 Eventide Inc
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50kW AM transmitter
Broadcast Electronics
4MX 50: This 50kW transmitter is based on a
patent -pending modulation design and is
about half the size of comparable models.The
transmitter is IBOC and DRM compatible.
Notable features include PA modules that can
be accessed from the front of the transmitter,
while lift-off rear panels provide access to
power supplies and all ac connections. Rlw-
er can be cut back to 250W. A15" XGA GUI is
provided for operation and diagnostics. This
data is also available via II? The unit's power
factor is greater than 0.98.

217-224-9600: fax 217-224-9601

mwv.bdcasicon bdcast@tdcast.com

What the judges had to say:

'7he modulation technique is
innovative, and theamplifier

efficiencyisamazing."

"i like that each module has its
own powersupply"

The Harris Vistamax Control Center captured the attention
of this crowd.

HD Radio on -air processor
Omnia Audio
EXI Series: The EXI
processors acd new
tools for HD Radio
broadcasts. An on-
board divers.ty de-
lay method and an advanced clipper design help eliminate
intermodulat:on distortion (IMD).The diversity delay capabil-
ity moves the audio delay required to match the analog and
HD Radio signal paths from the exciter to the audio processor.
This simplifies the audio path and eliminates a failure point in
the audio chain. The Lo IMD Clipper featured in the processor
reduces the :MD that is created when using moderate to
aggressive clipping to create competitive loudness.
216-241-3343: fax 216-241-4103: bwiwomniaaudio.com; irtfoOomniaautho.com

Powerful Automation from BSI
Free syste

upgrades
available

now!

Purchase a system from BSI with the confidence that you're buying years of research into what makes an automation and hard -
disk play out system reliable, powerful and versatile. Dell Computers with 3 -year on -site warranty, professional AudioScience
multi -output sound cards and BSI software make a great combination.

Our team of broadcast professionals installs and configures your system so that everything is ready to run out of the box. We
include telephone training to help you get started, and the Series 110 comes with a full year of standard telephone support and
software upgrades. For added peace of mind, software mirroring synchronizes your machines. so that changes made on one
computer are reflected on the other.

BSI systems are used in stations across the US and around the world.

Thousands of users have discovered how easy and versatile
BSI software really is. 'Pest and try before you buy.

Broadcast Software International 1925 Bailey Rill Road, Suite A, Eugene, OR 97405
www.bsiusa.com 888-BSI-USA1 (888-274-8721) infoar bsiusa.com

Para el espaivol. llamada Felipe Chavez, Distribuidor de los E.E.U.U.
(916) 368-6332 fchavezat ommedianet.com

AP
JESS
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Telos ProFiler:
More Than Just A Logger...

A Programming Tool

216-241-7225
www.telos-systems.com

Xlinie.
Ou a wow wi c.o. "WO,

Telos ProFiler is the efficient, cost
effective way to automatically log your
radio station's program audio and/or
your competitors simultaneously using
industry -standard MP3 audio compression
technology. Configure it once, and ProFiler
runs unattended, making time -annotated
MP3 files for space efficient digital recordings
of your station's audio.

Archived audio can be auditioned locally
or remotely via LAN, WAN or the Internet.
Perfect for group PDs, consultants, or others
who need to monitor program content. Files
are stored in easy -to -retrieve, time stamped
15 -minute blocks. Segments can be posted
to a station website for post -broadcast
internet listening or e -mailed as audio files
for content review or spot confirmation for
clients. Adjustable bitrate allows for broadcast
quality archiving for "best of" programming.

Contact the knowledgable
SCMS Sales Group!

Toll Free 1-800-438-6040
1-704-889-4508
Fax 1-704-889-4540

Ask for BOB, MIKE, ERNIE or MATT

Corporate Sales Office
Pineville, N.C.
www.scmsinc.com
Email: sales@scmsinc.com

Two Channel Audio Logger:
$2,195 for an integrated System complete with Intel P-4-800
computer, 250MB hard drive, flat panel display, and Profiler
Sound Card/Software. NOTE- Multiple channel loggers and
custom PC configurations available. Call for details.
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Portable recorder

PMD660: Featuring a
built-in condenser
microphone with
automatic level
control. one -touch
digital recording to Com-
pact Flash cards. on -board ed-
iting with mark segment. a virtual track mode for playback and
instant audio access to the preset marked points, the recorder
is a solid-14ate media recorder with one -touch digital recording.
It can record for four hours running on four standard AA
batteries. Uncompressed WAV filescan he recorded at 44.1kHz
or 48cHz. and MP3 files can be recorded in mono at 64kb/s or
in '.t -r. at 1 2kk

630-741-0330: fax 630-741-0652: www.d-mpro.com:Info@l-mpro.com

RI\DIUS

What the judges
had to say:

-Thexl,R( old! 1,1. tors iArt

perfect forbmadcast use."

-17ie recording presets will
rffirrcorecnreingenors-_

The Radio Hall as it looked just as the first attendees were
allowed ir side.

Computer
sound card
Audio Science
AS16044: Replacing the
ASI4344, this audio

adapter provides multiple
streams of MPEG Layer 3 playback

and record. The sound card also provides four
balanced stereo outputs, four balanced stereo inputs,

four recordstreams and eight play streams. As well as MP3, other
format choices include MPEG Layer 2, Dolby AC2 playback and
linear PCV. The analog circuitry uses 24 -bit oversampling
converters t3 deliver more than 100dB of dynamic range with
THD+N better than 0.002 percent. The adapter supports MRX and
TSX technology. MRX enables playback, recording and digital
mixing of multiple audio streams of any sample rate.

312-324-5333: fax 302438-9434

'WM FURNITURE

surface & trim design
ghest quality materials

modular for flexibility
precision crafted
professional features
many options available

This studio

furniture line is
engineered for studio decors where non -
wood trims are a design goal. Available in a
wide variety of colors, this furniture will
complement any size market application. The
modular design enables the furniture to be
ordered in almost any configuration that can
be imagined.

970-461-0730 www.arrakis-systems.com

only $2,99
Arrakis
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len
On the road or in the studio, deliver perfect stereo via IP or ISDN

Both Roar:15' r and NetStar come corr Dlete with IP anc ISDN connections, AAC, f.AC Lovv
MPEG 2, MPEG 3, G.722 and G.711 encoding, a is can Even ser d and receive linear
uncompressed audio. Both are enrtless to operate, automatic recoEn tion of the calling
codec and a t uilt in Web Server for remote corrtr3l from anywhere. Both g v? .you 8 corta:t
closures and ancillary data. BoTh can automatically switch from IP to ISDN, o vice -versa. if the
primary link becomes unreliable.

NetStar is rack or tabletop mount. RoadStar is
portable, with a built-in 4-channe mixer, 48 VDC
phantom power, analog and AES/ EBU inputs and
outputs and a dual heati,Aone monitDring system.
Now, you can take your rereo show on the road and
.ieliver spe:tacular audio your way.

MUSICAM USA

-
'sr

A1111. II  IP 15

67C North Beers Street, Eldg.
Holmcel, NJ 07733 USA
732-739-5E00
732-739-1618 fax
salesgmusicamusa.corr
www.nusicamusa.com

MUSICAM USA if the &bra of Ccrporate Conputer Systems. Inc.
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Radio encoder
Digital Radio Express

FM Extra: This encoder enables
broadcasting of multiple digital sig-
nals on an existing FM carrier with
flexible architecture that can use any
available SCA carrierspace.The unit
offers expandab le bandwidth, riding
on up to 99KHz of baseband on
standa -d FM exciters. It will work on
IBOC stations or non -1130C stations.

The u lit iscapable of more than 128kbis.The encoder can also
be used to broadcast true discre-e 5.1 surround sound, equiv-
alent to Dolby Digital 5.1. and car broadcast multiple indepen-
dent audi,),.tre.iinc tot-Th.1\0e I ltliti-C11,1111101 1)nwainming.

408-956-8707: fax 408-956-8748: www.dremc.com: contact@dremc.com

What the judges had to say:

"Theaudioqualityis
impressive."

"The commtibilitywith
fiD Radio offers some

imeresting

Portable HD Radio monitor
Audemat-Aztec

Navigator HD:This com-
pact monitor allows en-
gineers to conduct field
surveys and on -site mon-
itoring of a station's com-
plete FM and HD Radio
signal. The frequency -ag-
ile unit measures analog
(RF, modulation, audio, pi-
lot, RBDS) and HD Radio
parameters (QI, C/N, DA, DAAI, SIS ID). The unit accessed with
Windows -based PC software and includes a GPS receiver for
mobile measurements. Measurements can be read from the front
panel or stored on a PC. Data can be exported into third -party
programs such as Mappoint for automatic mapping of signal
parameters. It includes one headphone jack to verify tuning, plus
multiplex and auxiliary connectors for custom applications. A
calibrated FM antenna is included. Every data point and system
setting can be accessed from a connected computer.

305-249-3110

fax 305-249-3113

www.audemat-allec.com

contact@audemat-azte:.com

Expect MORE From Your AM Trans

j

Armstrong Transmitter X-100GB Made .7 USA

1KW HD RadioR ready A'i Transmitter for unde,- $10K
Built w ti dual hot-swappabie 60C
Wat-. RF modules capable of 150°A
moculation, X-10006 can brinc
that major market sound to your
radio station. Engineered wti the
latest technological in -ovations,
X -1000B offers high reliability,
built-in redundancy and it is HC
Radio" -eady.

Best of all, our customers us
that the money they save ri nning
the X -1000B pays for itsel° with

ARMSTRONG

savings in electricity and
maintenance costs over an older
transmitter ...an I as a bonus they
get exceptional reliability and that
major market sound for free.
But, don't take our word for it.
Talk to our custo-ners already on -
the -air with the X -1000B. Call or
email for a users list and decide
for yourself vviy owning thisl
transmitter is a no-brainer.

I

Tel 315-673-1269 / sales 'el armstrpngtx. corn / www.armstrongtx. corn
MD Racho Is a re.pstered trait -nark of tlioquity Dotal Corporation.

Translantech Sound and Broadcast Ware-
house have joined forces to display their
complementary audio processing systems.

Audio ingest system
Pocketrec
Pocket Backend Server -Enterprise Edi-
tion: This system enables clustering for
an ingest system and thereby provides
the redundancy to ensure consistent op-
erations. The technology also includes
processing for an unlimited number of
delivery chains. This package manages
the content created and edited on the
Pocketrec and transmitted via Pockettrans
to the Pocket Backend Server. The server
processes and distributes all data, audio,
text, metadata and images directly into a
radio automation system via export
agents that are already available for most
major radio automation systems.

571-218-7166: fax 103-281-1074

www.pocketec.com: hardwareapockerec.com
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How to build the perfect console.
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Available now! Contact us today for more information.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

5622 Edgemoor  Houston, TX 77081 USA

713.664.4470 1.800.231.5870
© 2005 Logitek Electroric Sys:ems, Inc.

Start with a flexible routing system that can accommodate
all of your facility's audio distribution, along with intercom
functions, EQ and dynamics processing, profanity delays,
timers, and more. Next, select the right frame size for the
router's control surface. Populate the frame with the
number of faders you want, along with programmable
pushbuttons, countup/ccuntdown timer controls, and
meter bridge with extra graphic displays. The result?
Your console, exactly as you want it, with the functionality
your talent craves and a sleek design that complements
the stud o perfectly.

01 142111111M 111011I

Air417i1

Mosaic
Where art meets technology

 Multiple frame sizes allow configuration of systems
ranging from 2 to 24 faders

 Support for 16 -character source names, allowing you
to precisely identify a source rather than guessing
on unintelligible abbreviations

Full color LCD screens on each module that provide
source information, meters, clocks, timers, delay
information, text messages and more

 Programmable backlight colors in ON/OFF buttons
alert users to operational conditions or separate
faders by source type

 Source selection, bus assigns and other controls
with each fader module make
operation easier and faster

www.logitekaudio.com
info@logitekaudio.com

Logitek
Console Router Systems
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prodir..-t I le-ature 171:In ,1V3 I li)1? I.xlvxtaketheexhibitors

ond on ava i labi I h' dates. Products obn-ons:rated in prix ate
 nowi igsdu not gait ; itv.

6. The Pick Hits :urges aerate in-.1.-p:sodertly from one
neither arid rema n anoovmous to ime-vcne including other
Ages trtil the se ectiortmeetirig.-bisen,wes that the products
host?, are truly repiese-ntative of he indtrstrx, that the judges
ere tux persuaded in any way anc tha- .he entire selectior
rOCP5c C fair as nossiille. The Judge's ies are pub' ished

'. The editorial staff of Radio magazine serves only as a
moderator during the final selection process and has no
influence or decision in determining the winners.

'Hike other awards given at the convention, Radio magazine
tias clearly defined rules that are used to establish the winners.
Radio magazine belie% es that ambiguou.f criteria, such as
ntak,ng the judges simply say -oh, .s ridiculous.
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Surrounded by sound, surrounded by glass: Neural Audio lets the
curious test its "terrarium" sound booth in the Harris exhibit in the
Central Hall.

Avoid

Short on time for
studio-build?-

In

ILI T1 3 1_1 4
C C PUTERIZED STUDIOS, MC

1044-: !or

C

-nfo fzefronstudios corn
WWW.efronstudios.:orn
Call 702-595-3147

CA% EFRON
. OFFERS SAME -DAY

TUDIO SETUP!

ORDER DEL VERED BY
8AM, YOU COULD BE ON
THE AIR BY NOON!

SAVE TIME 4ND MONEY
WITH OUR PATENTED
TECHNOLOGY

We build complet
studios )including
furniture) for large
or small market Radio
Stations, Internet Radio,
Sa:ellite Radio, Schools,
and for the Home.

48 kw 2095 Raditp_mauazine www.beradio.com
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Facility management system
Statmon Technologies
Axess: A scaleable network -based remote control
and real time monitoring system, Axess provides
system operators and engineers with accessibility
to a SQL database; automatic RAS dial -up and dial
on -demand; enhanced security with enhanced
128 -bit encryption safeguards; an event viewer in
crystal reports format; and SCL and OVI improve-

ments. Using Internet Protocol, this system allows operators to monitor and control
devices and equipment (sensors, RF controls, HVAC systems,security alarms,tower
lights) including single or multiple transmitters at a site or multiple sites in different
locations. The system is Web -enabled, has SNMP capability and serial device plug-

ins that reduce installation and configuration time, powerful logging and alarm
notification features and automated EAS functions.

310-448-8053; fltc 310418-6585; wissalumusar ShOslatassa

Analog stereo matrix
switcher
Broadcast Tools
ADMS 44.22: The ADMS 44.22 is a
four input stereo AES and four in-
put stereo analog matrix switcher
with two independent stereo ana-
log and AES outputs in a 1RU pro-
file. Each input is equipped with a
three band EQ, five types of filters
and a leveler function. Any or all of
the inputs may be mixed, faded,
dimmed to either or both output
pairs. Additional features include
selectable stereo VU meters; head-
phone amplifier, powered monitor
output; 16 x 16 GPIO port and RS-
232/USB port. The switcher is also
equipped with an expansion port
allowing a second unit to be added,
increasing the inputs to 16.

877-256-5575: fax 360-854-9419

watbreskassoluse
ii@lmakusatusw

Frank Grundstein waxes enthusiastic about
the new Logitek console surface and
control software.

Current monitor
Pulizzi Engineering
TPC2976: This new current
monitoring and power con-

trol system is a 19" rack -mount
control panel with two individu-

al current meters. The power draw of each piece of equipment can be individually
monitored on the front panel current meters. This allows the user to accurately
identify powerdraw without external meters.This can prevent equipment downtime
by ensuring proper system loading. The unit also features an on/off/start switch and
emergency power off switch. The start switch uses a latching circuit that prevents
the equipment from automatically restarting after a power outage. The red EPO
button can easily be pressed in an emergency situation, placing the equipment in
a safe shutdown. The unit is 1.75"H x 7"D. The unit features an all -steel enclosure.
The standard model features a 120V,20A power input with a derated output of 16A.
The front panel includes a 20A supplementary circuit protector.

8110-878-1241k fa 714-641-9062: wassisiussc sales@pluziara

FM receiver, translator
inovonics
Model 631:This equipment is the second genera-
tion of frequency -agile, digitally tuned receivers for
FM translator and other critical off -air reception
applications. Featuring menu -driven access of
display and function selections, the translator pro-
vides a switchable IF bandwidth to help solve
difficult adjacent -signal problems and readouts of
signal strength and multipath distortion to aid
antenna alignment. Selectable options and alarms
may be remotely controlled or monitored and high -
resolution bar graph readouts provide indications
of incoming RF and MPX/stereo audio levels.

800-133-0552; fax 831-458-0554

W1W1.110VOLCOM inlo@inossain

Pick Hits Judges
Bud Aiello, CBNT
Director of Engineering Technology
National Public Radio
Washington, DC

Gordon Carter, CPBE

WFMT
-hicago

Bill Croghan, CPBE
Chief Engineer
Lotus Broadcastim
Las Vegas

Steve Flanker
Director of Engineering
Cox Radio, Orlando
Orlando, FL

Gary Kline, CSRE CBNT
Corporate Director of Engineering
Cumulus Media
Atlanta

Kent Kramer, CBRE
'Vector of Engineering
Radiovisa
Los Angeles

Mike McBride
hid Engineer, iVichita Operations

ioumal Broad( ast Group
.Vichita, KS

Marshall Rice
Engineering Director
Bonneville International
St. Louis

Barry Thomas, CPBE CBNT
Vice President of Engineering
Westwood One Radio Network
'.'ew York
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Orban's new flagship and the next step beyond
the 84CC, the new, all -digital 8500 offers major
improvements: twice the sample rate, twice the DSP
horsepower, and built-in HD Radio '/digital radio/ne:cast
processing with 20 kHz bandwidth.

The 8500's competitive sound takes 8400 version 3.0
sonics tc the next level. The 8500 will import and run
any 8400 preset, so anyone with carefully customized
8400 user presets can upgrade to the 8500 without
missing 3 beat. For HD Radio broadcasters, a built-in,
defeatatle 8 -second analog -channel delay lets you use
the 8500's built-in stereo generator and patented "Half -
Cosine I iterpolation" composite limiter to maintain full
loudness on your analog channel.

All processing structures have about 4 milliseconds
less delay, making headphone monitoring even eas er
for talent. For the most critical off-a,r monitoring
requirements, you can even use one of the new "ul:ra-
low latency" presets with only 3 milliseconds of delay.

Ethernet is now built-in. Of course, you can also control
the 8500 via modem, serial connection, GPI, external
RS-232-'nterfaced automation, or internal clock -based
automation with Internet time sync-the 8500 is
always easy to integrate into your facility, regardless of
complexity. And we've retained the 8400's famous ease -
of -use that makes it easy for you to brand your sound
by treat ng your own custom presets-even if you're not
an aLdic processina exnert.

Ready for higher definition?

No matter what your audio processing challenges
be, Optimod-FM 8500 is ready when you are.

110
www.orban.corn

Introducing
ptiimod-FM Fm

8500
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Automation software
Digital Juke Box
Digital Juke Box: The software
runs on Windows XP and sup-
ports MP2,MP3,WAV and Ogg files.
It can operate in full automation,
live assist modes, satellite or any
combination of the three. There
are 50 instant -fire hot buttons for

cart emulation. The included music scheduler can build logs and
playlists. All audio and data files are always safely backed up the
production system.The software offers built-in digital editing,voice
tracking, time and temperature announcing and on -screen weather
updated twice an hour automatically from weathercom. It uses off
the shelf computers and any windows sound card.

740-212-SM fax 443-241-2514

waxigidpilouxmbles0000Uallaxam

Muhammad Ali's boxing -daughter Laila (second from left) was a
star attraction in a live sportstalk broadcast at the Efron
Computerized Studios booth in the North Hall.

Monitor. control translators
Airsis
Translator Monitor 2000:This product allows the user to monitorand control translators
in remote towers via satellite and the Internet. From a desktop, users can monitor and

manage the translator network, get alerts of impending failures and send commands to fix problems. Users can also change the alert
thresholds or event triggers from a Web -enabled PC. The monitor is a plug -and -play solution consisting of the hardware monitor and
AirsisVision,the company'sWeb-based management service. It provides the near real-time monitoring,alerting and report of the translators.

519-585-0435: fax 619-585-0474; www.airsis.com

Plug and play. Really.

It's not

audio over 100 M

ASI 6416 professional

CobraNet."Connecting is as

an Ethernet cable. Since CobraNet is no

you'll be able to plug and play with an

equipped device. And our ASIRoute s

allows you to make routing connections

network without ever touching a wire. For

information, call us at +1-302-324-533

go to www.audioscience.c

Sedov/
Scan- E.,-rdwur

Operate any 3 -phase broadcast transmitter

from a 1 -phase utility supply with the

Phasemaster- Rotary Phase Converter

The most reliable alternative to utility 3 -phase...
AND the least expensive!

 High efficiency output

 Maintenance free operation

 True 3 -phase, NOT open -delta

 Approved by all utilities

 Over 1000 TV and radio
stations rely on Phasemaster

Turn any location :nto a 3 -phase site within hours!

Save thousands of dollars on utility line extensions

Recommended by 19ading transmitter manufacturers

Kay Industries
= PHASEMAS T ER

Rotary Phase Converters

General Offices

604 N. HIS St.

South Bend, IN 46617

800-348-5257
574-289-5932 (tax)

Western Region
4127 Bay St. S6

Fremont. CA 94539

510-656-8766
510-657-7283 (fax)

The World Leaders in Single to Three -Phase Power Conversion

www.kayind.com intoekayind.com

52 June 2005 Railkimagazine www.beradio.com
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Broadcast
CD player
Ta scam
CD -601 MK11: With its com-
prehensive remote control
and flexible monitoring and
playback options, users can
select between online play

(on the air) and monitor play (pre -listen), controlling whether CD
playback reaches the on -air mixer or the monitoring device. The
optional RC-601MKII remote control allows frame -accurate search
using the jog wheel, direct location using numerical keys, index
searches or flash starts.The player can save as many as 10 cue points
per CD, controlled directly using the Flash Start function. Pitch
control, auto cue with five threshold levels, auto read and CD text
are also features of this product.

323-726-0303; fax 323-121-7635; www.tascam.com: tascamlit@tisaffixim

.1 10 33
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......

Noise -canceling
headphones

AKG
K 28NC: The entire K 28NC package-
miniature folding headphone, noise re-
duction filter with clip,airplane and stereo
adapters-fits in a carrying case a little
larger than a pair of sunglasses. The
headphones employ acoustic and elec-
tronic systems to reduce ambient noise. The
closed -back earphones help isolate the wearer
from noisy environments. Electronic circuitry
uses subminiature microphones integrated in the
earphone shells to pick up low -frequency ambient noise such as
jet engine roar The active noise reduction filter reverses the polarity
of the noise signal, generating an exact image. The noise and its
opposite reach the ear simultaneously, canceling each other out
while leaving the music or soundtrack virtually untouched.

615-620-380(t iu 615-620-381 sw apsa@bmisams
Router display software
Log itek
Vscreen: This software is a PC application for the company's console router systems. Vscreen allows users
to design custom operator interfaces consisting of faders, meters, buttons and graphics in any desired
configuration. Users configure the software application with drag and drop. Starting with a blank screen,
console and router control elements are pulled onto the screen and placed where desired. Any
combination of faders, meters, control buttons and custom graphics can be placed on the screen.

mo-niant tint 713-664-447t warthiiikaiusit illeaWeianiam

Broadcast Sales:
Mid -South Sales
Bob Mayben > bobmayben@usa.net
Voice (877) 391-2650

Central Sales Office
Bernie O'Brien > bernieob@earthlink.net
Cell (731) 695-1714

West Coast Sales Office
Doug Tharp > dougt@scmsinc.com
Sales (866) 673-9267

Mid -West Sales Office
Mary Schnelle > marys@scmsinc.com
Sales (513) 899-3036

South -Atlantic Sales Office
Art White > whitearthur@bellsouth.net
Sales (770) 632-1295

North-East Sales Office
lim Peck > jpeck001@scmsinc.com
Sales (315) 623-7655

South-West Sales Office
Tyler Callis > tylerc@scmsinc.com
Office (877) 699-9151

ProAudio & Commercial Sound:
Southeast Sales
Ric Goldstein > ricg@scmsinc.com
Voice (919) 661-8190

xi yoym, Niumulcading &eta
Contact the knowledgable

SCMS Sales Group!
Toll FREE 1-800-438-6040

1-704-889-4508
Fax 1-704-889-4540

Ask for BOB, MIKE,
ERNIE or MATT

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE
Pineville, N.C.

ofton KNOW it 0,0

www.scrosinc.com
e-mail sales@scmsinc.com

www.beradio.com Raillo_u_nagazine June 2005 53
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1) Looking into master control from as you enter.
2) The WMET talk studio comfortably seats six people.
3) The call screen booth is at the rear of master control.
4) Production Director Jim Cuddy works in main production.
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Bi By Allen I. Singer

giE3etter
WMET-AM finds the

space it needs in Washington
How can seven employees get their work done in a radio station that is so small, there is literally no room

for them to do their work? With great difficulty. This is the problem that plagued tiny talk -station 1160-
AM,WMET in Gaithersburg,MD. The lack of space in its 700 square -foot suite built in the early '90s had

become such a nuisance its sales staff and station manager had no choice but to work from home. WMET
contained enough room for only an on -air studio and production room. And located inside the production
room were the kitchen, a waiting room and the station's only office. There was no room for staff, no room for
more than two people participating in a talk show and no room for any kind of expansion.

Somewhat a rarity even in the 1990s,WMET was owned by one person; when it was built, the station really
did not need much room. Its format was talk radio, and its staff was minimal. By the end of the decade, the
equipment in use included aging Tascam reel decks, consumer -grade minidisk and cassette decks, a BTSG
automation system, and surprisingly, no cart machines. But what made matters worse was that quite a few
engineers had traversed the hallways over the '90s, resulting in poorwire labeling and minimal planning. Setting
equipment levels and troubleshooting problems were nearly impossible.

Changes abound
IDT Capitol,a telecom,entertainment and technology company,boughtWMET in 2001. With a large budget and

full support from its new ownership, management made immediate plans to move the station out of its hole in
Gaithersburg and into a brand new showcase studio 20 miles away

Equipment List
Acoustics First 1014 Acoustikits
Airtools 6100 delay
Behringer HA4400 headphone amplifiers
Electro-Voice RE27 ND microphones
Focusrite OctoPre and Voicemaster mic processing
Furman MS2AD1 confidence monitors
Furman PL -Plus power conditioners
JBL 4410 monitors
LPB Silent Mic Boom microphone booms
Mackie H R824 powered studio monitors
M -Audio BX8 powered studio monitors
OMTAdcast, Logger, LogTools, Oplog32 and Production
QSC CX 2 amplifiers
Sennheiser headphones
Shure KSM27
Sony CDP-12 CD players and MDS E-10 Minidisc
Telos 2 x12 phone system w/Assistant Producer
Telos Zephyr
Tieline POTS and ISDN codecs
Wheatstone Bridge router, D-16 console and D-8000 console

in downtown Washington DC. A larger facility and close proximity
to the nation's capital would allow WMET better access to guests
from the government and other national offices. And if WMET was
going to successfully obtain the business it needed to survive, the
station required a larger physical area for its proposed increase of
offices and personnel. IDT owned some office space in a suitable
building just seven blocks from the White House.

The downtown site was deemed perfect for a new facility and
IDT gave them the keys. Working with management and fellow staff
members, Chief Engineer Brian Rose surveyed the available 6,000
square -foot office space and created floor plans with CAD. He
designed the facility around the talk studio,selectable via router
in the three different studios. This setup offers flexibility for live
programs and prerecording shows to be aired later. The offices
wrap around the studio,designed so support staff could be more
closely involved in on -air operations.

Management hired OTJ Architects of Washington, DC, to translate
Rose's drawings into blueprints,and local general contractor Corbett
Construction went to work in December 2003. In three months the

vvww.beradio.com Ranks magazine June 2005 55



J3iggens Better
shell of the facility was built. Through the next few months,Rose and
two contract -engineering companies installed the studios and equip-
ment. During th is time, the furniture was brought in and offices were
equipped. At any given time, they had between five and 30 people
working depending on the day and the task.

Overall, the project went sm oothly except fora problem with the
HVAC system. The rack room and
studio needed more cooling than the
building could handle, so they had to
install three additional units totaling 15
tons of cooling for the studio area.
Some materials used in this construc-
tion had to be custom-built, which
caused them to get behind schedule.
The HVAC now includes two separate
units for the studio and office spaces
with an additional five -ton cooler just
for the rack room. Also,the station had
a slightly bumpy ride during the
switchover in November 2004 due to
telecom issues with its T-1 line and the
PRI service for the phone system. Once
those problems were ironed out,WMET
went fully live from Washington, DC.

Flexibility first
The new WMET facility consists of a

main on -air control room, a talk studio
The audio, control and telephone cross connect
blocks are on the wall behind the racks.

SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

COAXIAL DYNAMICS has been a leading
manufacturer of precision equipment for the
measurement and termination of RF power
for over 35 years. Our equipment is used by
engineers and technicians in a wide variety
of applications throughout the world.

Check out our website
for more information!
www.coaxial.com

6800 Lake Abram Drive
Middleburg Heights, OH 44130
440-243-1100  800 -COAXIAL

Fax: 440-243-1101

usable by any studio, two production rooms and a rack room. All
studios and their support rooms including mechanical and elec-
trica take up about 2,000 square feet. Combinations of sound-
dam;:ening materialswere used in the studio walls. Acoustics First
IC14 Acoustikits we -e installed as wall treatments. Inside the walls
are a vinyl barrier between two sheets of sheetrock and the walls
are covered with Azoustics First wall fabric. WMET now enjoys
sound isolation like it never could have had before.

All cif the studios received new equipment; nothing from the old
facility was salvaged. A Wheatstone
Bridge Router with 112 inputs and 128
outputs was installed to carry the analog
and digital audio throughout the com-
plex on traditional snake cable. Unlike
other modern installations.atWMETCAT-
5 cable only carries control signals-no
audio. A custom-built patch bay for all
router inputs and outputs on XLR was
located in the studios and rack room. An
OMT Imediatouch automation system
was installed. This system includes the
Oplog32 On -Air, Production, Logger,Ad-
cast and Log Tools modules. It was
chosen for its past performance at Liber-
ty Broadcasting. CBSI was chosen to
handle traffic.

The main control room contains a new
Wheatstone D-8000 console, chosen for
its similarities to the analog consoles
the staff was familiar with, but contain-
ing advanced fe;Itures and capabilities

11111MIMMIIE- "E=M11!11111111
"There are sound reasons
why Itintronic is on
the label of euery
directional facility I am
res I onsible to maintain."

After installing a new Kintronic Wide -Band Directional
Antenna System, Gary Ellingson said:

'Military specifications,
craftsmanship,
corservative design,
precision, geometrically
balanced; these are
just a few terms I
would use to describe
phasing equipment from
Kintronic Laboratories.

With Kintronic on your DA team, a
successful and maintainable system
is a realistic goal."

r Source

423.878.3141 fax 423.878.4224
Email: ktl@kintronic.com www.kintronic.com
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needed for running the station's talk for-
mat. Wheatstone D -I 6 consoles were in-
stalled in the production studios, which
gives staff the flexibility of digital but func-
tionality of an analog console. Because
the consoles can share audio and clo-
sures, the necessary audio sources, in-
cluding satellite and station program feeds,
were placed into each of the control rooms.
Otherwise, production rooms contain
everything they need, except one produc-
tion room contains an additional micro-
phone for host or voice talent. An added
green room looks through the main con-
trol room into the talk studio,and the call
screen booth has a line -of -sight and IFB to
the board -operator and host.

A Harris Intraplex frame with a full T1
takes the program audio to the transmitter
site located in Gaithetsburg.TheT-I carries
digital and analog audio to the transmitter
site, and includes six channels of satellite
audio brought back from the satellite dish
at the transmitter site. Four channels of
serial data also ride on the T-1 line,as well
as an extension of the studio LAN.

When the facility was finished during the winter of 2004, the staff
moved in. It wasted no time acclimating to the new router system and
digital workstations located on operations staff desks. Although the
project took a little longer than planned, the end result is an efficient,
more productive work environment.lbe stud ios and offices are eight

The rack room houses ill( set vers, audio router
and other equipment.

times larger than their old, cramped
facility, and the staff of 25 is having no
trouble finding elbow room. Using
their new studiosand new equipment,
the locally produced shows sound
much different, and their on -air prod-
uct has a noticeably fuller sound than
before. Aside from the usual tweaking
and adjusting of software templates,
the new production and automation
software is working great. Station
breaks and show elements fit together
much cleaner now, and station imag-
ing shows prominent improvement.

Coming in the spring of 2005,WMET
will add a voice booth and another
production room forspot and imaging
production. And with its increase of
power to 50,000W in the summer of
2004, the station's signal now reaches
from Richmond,VA, to Baltimore, MD,
with access to m illions of new listeners.
WMET promises to blend "substance
and style" to deliver serious radio to its
DC audience. The station's mission is
much easier now that the staff doesn't

have to worry about doing their jobs in the kitchen. The only thing
they'll miss from their Gaithersburg location is the luxury of having
the refrigerator at arm's length while they work on production. #

Singer is a freelance writer and former radio engineer in Cincinnati.

1Facility Focus
the technology behind WET

YrYl_wt is the

Focus? kr
The Facility Focus provides an up -

close look at the technology in use
at the facilities featured in Radio
magazineFacilityShowcaspartides.
The highlighted manufacturers are leaders in the indus-
try and the Facility Focus allows them to showcase their
products and services.

Turn to the Facility Focus for the insight on today's
leading products and services in use in the top radio
facilities.

Electro-voice RE27N/D
This professional -quality dynamic cardioid

microphone is designed for b roadcast announc-
ing and voice-over applications. The RE27N/D
utilizes a revolutionary neodymium -alloy mag-
net and a reinforced diaphragm dome, a combi-
nation offering increased sensitivity (up to 6dB
more output), undistorted output at high sound
pressure levels and an extended high -frequency
response. The exceptional sensitivity, excellent
transient response and inherently low noise of
the dynamic transducer combine to ensure a
superior signal-to-noise ratio,easily comparable
to the finest condenser cardioid microphones. A

highly effective hum -bucking coil is used to atten-
uate hum from lighting and other sources. The

RE27N/D's continuously Variable -D design reduces proxim-
ity effect to maintain a uniform low -frequency response.Two
bass roll -off switches offer a sharp low -frequency cut at
200Hz or a gentle roll -off. A third switch is available to reduce
the high -frequency treble boost.

www.electrovoice.com
800-392-3497
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Field Report

Heil Sound PR -30 and PR -40
By Tim Wright

lear Channel Chicago was recently given the
opportunity to review a couple of new mi-
crophones Jrom Heil Sound. In case you
haven't hard of the new kid on the block

'r company refersto itself as the newsheriff
in town), Heil Sound has been making mi-
crophones and accessories for the commu-
nications and amateur radio market for a
number of years. Recently, the company
moved into the broadcast market with a
series of classic look -alike microphones. In
fact, we purchased the Heritage model mi-
crophone a year ago for photo shoots for our
oldies station. It looks just like the micro-
phone used by Elvis in the 1950s.

The latest offerings for the
broadcast market are

Performance at a glance - PR -40

Copper -wound dynamic

Neodymium magnet structure

Steel case

600f impedance

XLR Connector

Internal humbucking coil

-53.9 dB output at 1 kHz

1.5" diameter low mass aluminum dynamic element

Frequency response from 28Hz to 18kHz

Weighs 1.2 lb with optional shock mount

the PR -40 and PR -
30 dynamic microphones. Designed for
performance without the associated cost,
the economy version, the PR -30 boasts a
frequency response from 40Hz to 18kHz,
while the PR -40 lowers that bottom end to
28Hz. Both microphones are an end -fire
design with a cardiod pattern. According
to Bob Heil of Heil Sound, the micro-
phones were designed to perform like a
condenser microphone, but without the

phantom power requirements. This makes them an ideal
choice for field recordings.

In an AM comparison using my voice, I can hear little
difference between the two microphones. I made the com-
parison without microphone processing, and monitored
myself with headphones. As with most dynamic cardioid
microphones, there isa bit of a proximity effect when working
the microphone closely. A quick test of off -axis response
showed excellent rejection of unwanted sounds.

Birds of a feather
The PR -40 is by far the more robust of the two micro-

phones, and should stand up well in a tough broadcast
environment. It compares favorably in all aspects to the
well-known brand of broadcast mics that the industry has

accepted as a de facto standard, except that it costs one-
third as much. It even fits in theshock mount designed
for that other microphone. Heil Sound also sells
shock mounts designed specifically for its micro-
phones. The SM-3 fits the PR 40 and the SM-2 is
designed for the PR 30.
The PR -30 feels lightweight compared to its

big brother, but that is not all bad if it is going to be
used for field recording.
Performance was as ex-
pected, and for the price
was exceptional.

Because I lack the gold-
en ears possessed by sev-
eral of our production di-
rectors, I passed the PR 40
microphone along for
their review.

Bill Cochran, creative
services director of
WNUA had a chance to
work with the PR -40. He
noted that it provides am-
ple warmth and more
than enough crispness.

While his mic processor was set to work with the mics he
regularly uses, he found that he could achieve satisfying
results with the Heil. Because it is a dynamic mic, he thought
of using one for the station's occasional remote location
recording. He could grab a recorder and a Heil mic and
be ready to roll with audio that won't require a lot of
tweaking when it's complete.

The production director of our three urban stations also
put them through some paces, and was pleased with the
results. Once again and as was expected, the settings on
the mic processor had to be adjusted. He observed that it
could not handle really high sound pressure levels, like the
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high -end German -made mic he uses at home, but he
quickly noted that the Heil mics don't have the same
German price tag either.

A fellow employee suggested that it would be really cool
if these microphones could be modeled by the software
mic modeling companies.This would make a solidly built,
good sounding, yet inexpensive microphone
even more desirable to the home studio user.
Through the software filters it could be mad(
to sound just like that high -end German micro -

Heil Sound

P

F

E

phone, or many others for that matter.
The bottom line: for the money, this

is an excellent microphone.

Wright is senior studio engineer at the
Clear Channel stations in Chicago.

Performance at a glance - PR -30

618-257-3000

618-257-3001

www.heilsound.com

info@heilsound.com

Dynamic mic with Neodymi Jrn magnet

Steel case

60011 impedance

Internal humbucking coil

-52.9dB output at 1 kHz

1.5" diameter dynamic element

Frequency response from 40Hz to 18kHz

Weighs 15 oz.

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -
qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or consult-
ing company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results
of any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine
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PR -30

Unchallenged in

Quality and Dependability

Since 1943 ERI has
served the radio
broadcast indusiry
with products of the
highest quality and
dependability. At the
dawn of a new
millenium, ERI
continues to raise the
bar setting the
standard for radio
broadcast systems.

When your project
demands the best,
choose the reputation
you can trust.

LYNX"' Dual Input Side Mount
FM Antenna for IBOC Operations

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC. Csa/
Call Toll -free at 877-ERI-LINE  Visit Online at www.eriinc.com

Available in 6kW, 12kW & 20kW Power Ratin
Ideal for HD Applications
No AC Power Required

OUTDOOR DUMMY LOADS

F:-.

11

6600 Series
Convection -Cooled Resistor Loads ,

RONIC RESEARCH INC.
Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687

70-449-4093 Fax: 870-449-6000
E-mail: altronic@mtnhome.com

Web Site: http://www.altronic.com
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Field Resort

Marantz PMD660
By Chris English

shen I learned that Marantz was releasing a
new all-digitalrecorder, I was excited by the
advertisements. It looked to me to be the
smallest recoider to date, and if the features
the ad proclaimed were true, it would make
this new breed of recorder a must -have. So,
after a week of drooling over the ad, you
can imagine my surprise when my GM told
me he was thinking of purchasing two new
recorders. When he asked me if I had any
ideas, I jumped on the opportunity to get
my hands on the new unit.

We placed our order, and within a few
weeks the first of the shipments ar-

rived. Because the dealer is
just up the road, we re-

ally were one of
the first broad-
cast stations to
use the unit.

Marantz did
not disappoint

on the compact-
ness. The PMD660 fits

in the palm of your hand.
Measuring 7"L x 4.5"W x

2"H, the unit is highly portable.
With the four AA batteries (alka-

line or NiMH) it weighs in around

Performance at a glance

Compact size

Long recording times

Dual XLR mic jacks

Built-in stereo mics

Line in/out via 1/8" stereo jacks

ALC gain control

two pounds.
Included in the North America kit is a

carry strap, ac adapter, RCA 1/8" Y adapter,
securing screws to lock the Compact Flash
card inside, a 64MB Compact Flash memo-
ry card and a USB cable.

The PMD660, like a good numberof units
on the market today, uses Compact Flash
memory cards to store the digital audio.
The amount of record time depends on the

size of the card used. The unit will accept any card size.
We had just more than 11 minutes of recording on the
included 64MB card using the mono PCM 44.1kHz setting.
It can be set to record in mono or stereo audio, and at
44.1kHz or 48kHz rates in MP3 or WAV formats. Files can
be accessed directly by an audio editor but needs no
software to move files to a PC.

The unit includes two XLR mic inputs (L/R), stereo line in
and out on dual 1/8" jacks and phantom power. The audio
we recorded in the field for use in commercials was studio
quality. The internal stereo mics worked surprisingly well,
and, while not necessarily my first choice for interview
recording, for a conference room table it can't be beat.

The recorder also includes an eight -stage LED VU meter
that can be customized through the menu options, as can
the manual and automatic stereo level control. The ALC
works well, however, the VU display will sometimes show
an excessive level even though the audio level does not
exceed the limits. The first time we tried it, I immediately
put the audio into the computer to listen. It looked good
and sounded even better.

Easy to follow
One of the features I like about the unit is the menu

hierarchy. With a quick read of the manual you can access
all the menu items and customize the recorder to suit your
needs. Some of the options include the ability to quickly
select one of three presets, and settings for input, output,
recording format and channel,prerecord and silence skip.

The prerecord feature buffers twoseconds of audio while
the recorder is in record pause. This is handy for users who
like to grab the mic and start talking even before the unit
is actually rolling. The silent skip feature does just that.
When the audio falls below a preset level, the unit pauses
recording, saving memory.

I found the ability to manually or automatically mark
sections of the recording useful, and the backlit display
makes it easy to read in any light. Markerscan beset during
a recording forVirtualTrack edits.This can save time in the
production room on long -form projects. The backlight
on the LCD display has a classy blue glow to it.

The unit includes a USB port. The supplied USB cable
connects to a computer, so that when the unit is in disk
mode it will appear as a disk drive.

High marks
There are few negatives about the recorder, but I do have

some concerns. The small speaker that is built into the unit
performs as expected. It's not spectacular,and because of
its size has a limited frequency response, but, for reviewing
a take in the field, it does the job.

This is an all -digital unit, so gone are the days when I could
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The connector panel on the PMD660.

order more pinch rollers or heads. Any repairs to the main
unit itself would probably have to be made by Marantz or
one of its authorized repair houses. My other concern is
the headphone jack. Unlike some other digital recorders,
the jack built into the PMD660 is '/8" stereo. Although I
haven't had any problems so far, I've seen too many
instances in other units where the .18. jack fails and has to
be repaired. I'm a fan of 1/4" headphone jackson recorders,
but because of the compact size of the unit, maybe a
compromise had to be made.

Overall,the Marantz PMD660 is a great recorder,and a good

value for the money. Whether you're recording interviews,
commercials, news bytes or three-hour full -mixed concerts,

DT -300 Telephone

i Controlled AC Switch i

W
. .

.,
. _ .

a

g The DT -300 is a telephone controlled

AC switch. It is

I AC power of equipment located at

designed to control the

remote sites such as resetting

computers by turning the power on or I

g off or for controlling pumps, lights,

I heaters, etc. Also included are two relays

I which can be independently controlled

Call For More Information

CONEX
ELECTRO-SYSTEMS

1602 Carolina Street Bellingham, WA 98229
360-734-4323 800-645-1061

it does the job exceptionally well, and is
ready to go right out of the box.

English is chief engineer at WVLG-AM in The
Villages, FL.

Marantz Professional

P

F

Wwww.d-mpro.com

Info@d-mpro.com

630-741-0330

630-741-0652

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -
qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or consult-
ing company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results
of any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.

Custom Broadcast Furniture
Facility Specific Design

& Fabrication

High Quality Construction & Materials
Laminates - Natural & Exotic Woods - Solid Surface

"Balsys Gets The Jobs That Others Can't Handle" salami CUIS3ISf

Affordable Cost

Complete Pre -Wiring, Testing,
& Turnkey Services
Optionally Available

www.balsys.com

BALSYS
I WOOD ARTS. INC. -----=

B,i;,, 4VuOCI Art, r-1;7.

930 Carter Road #228 - 234
Winter Garden, FL 34787

Tel: 407-656-3719
Fax: 407-656-5474

furniture@balw,
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Applied Technology

Comrex BRIC
By Tom Hartnett

r. ),Idcast Reliable Internet Codec (BRIC)
technology has been under development
b% Corn % for some time. It holds the
promise a new and flexible way to
cleMihigh-quality live remote broadcast
audio over a variety of IP-based networks
like DSL, cable modems, high-speed cellu-
lar and 802.11x (Wi-fi). It's the latter that is
especially exciting, given the widespread
deployment of hotspots in an increasing
n u m ber of restaurants, bookstores, airports
and other easily accessible locations.

To the Comrex engineering staff, the

The prototype system used for the field tests on public hotspots. The apparatus was carried in a
laptop bag to hide its omnious appearance.

theory that BRICs would prove useful over
Wi-fi was sound, but too often the real
world leaves theory lacking. So on March
30, 2005, an unseasonably warm and sun-
ny New England day,the engineering team
set forth boldly to test BRIC on as many
publicly available hotspots as possible.

The final hardware for the Access codec

(the first codec to truly be a BRIC) was still underway so
we used a prototype system. Because the package
resembles a typical incendiary device, and not desiring to
alarm to public or the authorities with our testing, we
placed the system in a laptop bag, which could be left
discretely at our feet while the system was remote con-
trolled by a harmless -looking laptop.

Getting started
Our first stop was Panera Bread Company in Chelmsford,

MA, a popular coffee shop that has become the world's
largest free Internet provider,with 537 stores offering unse-
cured Wi-fi access. Because we had limited battery power,

we were pleased to have found a
cherished table near an ac outlet.

Once we had ordered our coffee
and pastries we prepared to connect
to a public Wi-fi with BRIC for the first
time in history. We had visions of
Alexander Graham Bell at that mo-
ment his telephone first came alive,
having spilled his drink and beck-
oned Mr. Watson for help over the
invention. But our excitement was
soon muted when we found that our
wireless access card couldn't con-
nect to the Panera access point. Inquir-
ies about the health of the Wi-fi net-
work among the baristas and bakers
met with the expected quizzical looks
and shrugs.

We decided as a last-ditch effort that
a new Wi-fi card was in order. Luckily,
the chosen Panera was adjacent to a
Wal-Mart, retailer of all things useful
and otherwise. I found the computer
section of the giant store, and ob-
tained the required hardware easily.

The replacement card did the trick
and we were soon happily connected
to the Panera Bread network. We con-
nected to another prototype BRIC

cated at the Comrex lab, (which was wired in an analog
loopback configuration) and sent audio across the link in
full duplex. Our chosen audio source was a book -on -CD
playing from a CD-walkman. So it was that day that the first
sounds transmitted over this breakthrough technology
were from Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire.

The two key factors in using the public Internet for real-
time audio are stability and latency. The nature of BRIC is
that audio is broken into packets and sent off into the ether
in hopes they will arrive at their destination quickly and in
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What's a BRIC?
1 he telephoie network is undergoing dramatic

changes. As tie popularity of voice-over-IP iVolP) and
broadband In-ernet explodes, telephone companies
are finding significant cost savings in converting their
networks away from the traditional circuit -switched
data format tr packet -based formats. This has
profound implications for users of ISDN and POTS
codecs, het -a ise in the coming years it may be
difficult forte co networks to support these devices.

Meanwhile, a lot of work is being done to make
voice trarsmission reliable over the public Internet.
Although most systems only support telephone -quality
audio, the coding algorithms used are quite resilient to
the congestion problems that plague the Internet.

Broadcast Reliable Internet Codec (BRIC i borrows
this resilient} from theVolP world and blends it into
wideband, low delay, broadcast -ready hardware.
Wideband mono and stereo coding algorithms are
supported. BRIC allows remote broadcasts to be
generated from virtually any location where an
Internet I ilk can be established, whether wired or
wireless. BRIZ allows full -duplex transmission over
cable, DAL, Wi-fi, dial -up and the increasing number
of 3G celiula- services becoming available.

Allowing backwards compatibility to legacy POTS
codecs, BRIC provides a natural evolution allowing
broadcasters to leverage the Internet for remote
broadcasts while maintaining the ease -of -use and
reliability theve come to expect from ISDN and POTS.

reasonable order. The only way to com-
pensate for packets that are received late is
to add a buffer at the input to the decoder,
so that all packets will be received and
ordered before decoding. The size of this
buffer dictates the overall time delay of a
particular link. Therefore it's important to
find the sweet spot on these networks,
balancing acceptable packet loss with rea-
sonable delay.

At Panera we found that a solid connec-
tion was possible with a one-way audio
delay of about 150ms. This put the delay in
the same order of magnitude as a POTS
codec, which seems workable for broad-
casters. Optimism ensued as we headed
toward our next destination.

Just up the road a few miles was the
business district of Nashua, NH. Located
on the state line, and benefiting from the
lack of a sales tax, this area is a retail mecca.
It also blossoms with wireless access
points, we found out as we cruised the
main throughway. Our laptop lit up with
dozens of Wi-fi networks;some secure,but
many wide open. Our destination was
Borders Books, whose café includes a T
Mobile -provided hotspot. T -Mobile sports

STUDIO FURNITURE

lastic surface & trim design
hest quality materials

odular for flexibility
trecision crafted

professional features
many options available

T915 studio
furniture line is
engineered for studio decors where non -
wood trims are a design goal. Available in a
wide variety of colors, this furniture will
complement any size market application. The
modular design enables the furniture to be
ordered in almost any configuration that can
be mag ned.

970-461-0730 www.arrakis-systems.com
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Applied Technolouv

a subscription model, and we were taken
aback a bit at paying $6 to $10 (based on
package chosen) for our one-time test. But
regular users get a betterdeal. TheT-mobile
connection was solid at a similar 150ms
delay setting.

We made a quick stop at a nearby Star -
bucks, which also supplies Wi-fi via T-
mobile. Because this network had al-
ready been tested, we made a quick at-
tempt to connect via the car. But shortly
after we got our system booted and signal
acquired, the caffeine took its toll as one
of our engineers moved the laptop bag
slightly the wrong way and dislodged the
battery connector, killing power to the
system. Ratherthan reboot and reconnect
we went in search of a different network
to try. Next stop: McDonalds.

Powered by a company called Wayport
(which also provides access in many air-
ports and hotels),the McDonald's Wi-fi net-
work is perhaps the most ubiquitous. But
our engineers rebelled against actually go-
ing in (vegetarians make lousy alpha testers)

EAS LOGS
JUST GOT EASIER!

EAScriber Pro
A Quick. Easy. and Efficient
Way To Record All EAS Activity

Multiple Station Centralization
Printed Tabular Logs
Discrepancy Reports
Supports Sage. TFT Burk. and Gorman -Redlich
Over 200 Markets in 26 States

FREE 60 -DAY DEMO

www.tdmdatasolutions.com

and we were relegated to the parking lot. Things went
smoothly this time,however,and we were soon running our
first mobile test. Delay and stability were reasonable on this
link, as we could achieve solid performance with only
slightly over 100ms latency. We tooled around the parking
area a bit and lost oursignal onlywhen a large delivery truck
passed between us and the restaurant. We found traffic able
to block Wi-fi quite effectively. We thought the $4 daypass
charge to use the network was still high, but a Wayport
subscription could bring this cost down.

We lost the sounds of Harry Pottter as we re-entered the
highway,but we continued on toward the UPS store where
we tested their publicly available access point. Flush with
our McDonalds success we opted to try it from the car,
which worked quite well at the 250ms delay setting. This
was the highest latency we found, and may have had more
to do with the fact that we were parked 100 feet from the
storefront than anything else. The UPS store access was
also pay per use but had the advantage of allowing charges
to a range of other Wi-fi subscription services, so if you
already have an account elsewhere you can simply input
that information to gain access.

A second network appeared on our laptop as available
during this test. The ID shown on our laptop was simply
"JT" but it was fairly strong throughout the area. We pin-
pointed the signal as coming from a local car dealer's
parking lot. We surmised they offered free wireless to

Get your own copy!
Each month, the
Radio Technology Leader
brings you the latest
must -read hformation
about radio broadcasting:

FCC Update
*Managing Technology
*Trends in Technology
*Facility Shmicases
*Field Reports
*New Products
RF Engineering

THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEA A PRIMEDIA F ,bilcahon

To start your own FREE subscription, go
to er.pbsub.com/nn5012 and complete

the on-line application form TODAY!
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the next hotspot.

customers waiting for repairs. Because car dealers are
popular sites for remote broadcasts we felt it our duty to run
the test. We caught a few odd glances from the
occasional salesman in the lot, but managed
to secure a reliable connection with about
200ms delay.

Discrete snooping
\(1,e continued on sinning commercial and

residential areas alike, and found several
wide open, accessible Wi-fi networks. With
wireless routers costing less than $50, the
number of systems online wasn't a surprise
as much as the lack of security. It's not rocket
science to set these routers so they can't be
easily piggybacked. I suggested strongly that
we resist the temptation to piggyback on any
banks or law offices we found. But our laptop
battery soon ran down anyway and we had
to pack in our wireless adventure.

It should be noted that piggybacking on an
unsecured private wireless network is prof
ably deemed illegal in most jurisdictions,
although the illegality of doing so without
intent to hack anything really hasn't been
tested in court. But this really shouldn't be
necessary anyway, because legal public Wi-
fi is now so widespread. And with the advent
of BRIC, all these now become points of origin
for remote broadcasts, news and sports with
high-fidelity, full -duplex sound and reason-
ably low delay.

Acoustics First°
Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate WDiseTM

SonoraTM acoustical panels
look as good as they sound.

Toll Free 1.888-765-2900
Hartnett is technical director of Comrex, Devens,
MA.

www.beradio.com

http://www.acousticsfirst.com
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New Products
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Solid-state recorder
Negras
ARES-BI3+:Th is device records PCM linear
(BWF) files that are corn patible with any PC
or Mac without the need for additional
software in the computer. Individual takes
can be erased, even in the middle of the
card, without deleting to the end as was
previously necessary. The installation of a
software option allows the machines to
also record in the MPEG compressed mode

ATZ1 ?-r..62:P

at data
rates up

to 384 kb/s.
It also offers a USB port that allows the
machine to appear as an external disk
drive to the computer without any addi-
tional software or drivers in the computer.
Its 48V phantom microphone power per-
mits the connection of any phantom -pow-
ered microphone to the unit.

115-776-5191: is 615-129-5181
muumpsiusu usiOupum

Pei time code interface
ESE
PC471PCI: A time code interface card for
PC/compatible computers, the PCI card

receives SMPTE, EBU or ESE
time code, and using the sup-
plied software will automati-
cally synchronize the PC's in-
ternal time -of -day clock. The
time code input is provided
via a rear -mounted BNC con-
nector. Included is aWindows
software application, which al-
lows time code selection
(SMPTE, EBU or ESE), time zone

offset (to a time zone other than
that of the master clock or other source of
time code) and time frequency update.

318-322-21361 Is 316-322-8121

utraus-mkuu BEths-rukom

Newsroom automation
Autocue
Q Audio. This is a scripting and audio play -out system for
the radio news environment. Changes are immediately
reflected on all rundown displays. Multiple screen lay-
outs can be created for every newscast. Spell checker
flags misspelled words and the font and size can be
customized for each anchor. The system also offers an
indexed word search engine so users can search any
word, date range or newscast. Every word in each incom-
ing story is automatically indexed in real time. Play -out of
audio events can be triggered manually through on-
screen control icons, workstation function keys or an
external programmable button -box.

+44 181 870 0140: fu +44 III) 181 874 Mt twariaisamesA

Stereo monitors
Edirol

MA-7A:These 7W+7W powered monitors are shielded for
placement near a computerand offer RCA and stereo mini
inputs. The speakers also come with a built-in bass
enhancer, which uses psychoacoustic principles causing
the user to perceive accentuated low -end signals without
over -driving the 76mm full range speakers.This equipment
also has a'sub out"to send audio to an external sub woofer.
The monitors include front -accessible volume, treble and
bass controls as well as a stereo mini headphone output.

360-594-4271 Is 380-594-4211: Wffillid.C.K salueeinium

WAN analysis
Fluke Networks
Reporter Analyzer. This is a flexible traffic analysis appli-
ance that allows network managers to understand how
application traffic is impacting network performance. Pri-
marily deployed in large -and medium -markets, the system
monitors WAN and LAN interfaces across the enterprise
through the collection and analysis of Cisco IOS Net Flow
information. A network managercan view traffic measure-
ments by application, host and conversation, providing the
information needed for WAN cost reduction, network
capacity planning, traffic analysis and troubleshooting.

11011-284111X W(425-448-5019

mnallthmOvalauu ide@lhkoeuekuum
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Termination system
Liberty Wire and Cable
Connectec: Available with a specially designed installa-
tion case that's durable and compact, the Connectec

system includes a line of BNC, F
and RCA coaxial connectors, an

ergonomically
Oildesigned

crimp tool
and a pair of
coaxial strip-

pers. The 360-
degreeConnectec BNC,

F and RCA radial -crimp con-
nectors fit RG-59, RG-6 and RG-6
Quad cables, as well as mini BNC
and mini RCA for our 25 -gauge and

26 -gauge RGB mini coax. The system's
connectors have an all -metal construction for durability,an
inspection window to ensure termination and come with
nine color bands for application identification.

1110-53114111t lex 119-281-01175

waraaticilansalmOilatfalium

Find the mic winner
April issue
Congratulatioqs to

Jim Barnes
of Bowling Green State University.

H s name was drawn from the correct entries for the
April issue. He won the Sabra Som shockmount

fromTransaudo Group.

The mic icon was next to the KQED logo
on the front wall.

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complek, rules, go to beradio.com.
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External power input with silent, auto -switching battery backup.

Individual gain controls for send, receive and headphomes levels.

fr.:514 (1159 al MS
eirin0221 32609. C1Florida

Thrap
11

1110 40
.

TelTap - Pociect-SlzFc'
Manwal Tclephonc Couplcr

Can be usEd as a phcne tap or 3 pass ve manual
telephone :oupler.

Send or receive telephone audio.

Mote Switch disconects all and o to c r from
the phone line, but leaves the TelTap connected.

Compact size & low cost makes the TelTap a great
remote kit addition fcr main or backup capabilities.

GO info on these E othEr
greai rernotE products at
www.circuitliVEACES.coni
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Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150 GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701 FAX 740-592-3898

ED

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

la a phone line.
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 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs
are transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimg.'a gorman-redlich.com

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

°Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection. Character generators.

Our client list continues to grow.
(VV We would like to Thank -You

for your confidence and your
MOORETRONIX purchases.

We now have in stock, SHURE, SM-5B, wind screens.
These are from the OEM vendor and are priced at
$60.00 per set. Make the best voice over microphone,
new again!

We recondition Pacific Recorders BMX AMX,

ABX and RMX mixing consoles. Let us re -work your
console's modules. Obtain that added value from a
proven winner. Quality built products last and last and
last!

Check our WEB site for great buys on pre -owned
broadcast gear. All equipment is repaired, tested and
shipped with the manual.

Stretch your broadcast $$$ on quality, pre -owned
equipment sold with a warranty.

TEL 800-300-0733 FAX 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

alia-Jniisiamoso*

ta _111,1 -ea 'a -ea ea -ea ea\ \

800.327.6 01
www.autogramcorp.com

4iihr
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The AES-302 Digital Audio

Switcher/Distribution System

Don't Do I BOC Without It!

OM

Two Input Switcher - Optional Optical or SPDIF I/O
Four Isolated Digital Outputs
+4 dBm XLR Stereo Output of Selected Source
Automatic or Manual Switching - For Confidence
Built in Silence Sensor - No need for external S.S.

Digital radio transmitter packages lack one of the most important pieces of
equipment. a back up source selector. The AES-302 from BDI completes a digital
radio system by providing an automatic switchover to a back up audio chain.
Digital radio means no more listening off air in real time. You need to have a
confidence monitor that will switch sources upon silence or digital error. The
AES-302 has a silence and error sensor to keep you on the air when a path tails.
Order with any input or output configured for XLR. SPDIF or optical interface.
No confidence monitor has more flexibility than the AES-302. The AES-302
features a two input digital switcher which is fed to a four output digital DA. We
also provide a balanced analog stereo output at the rear panel and a headphone
monitor at the front panel. Digital diagnostics at the front panel make the AES-
302 indispensable at any transmitter site. Visit our website to download complete
information. Call your local broadcast equipment dealer for pricing and delivery.

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916

Website: www.Broadcast-Devices.com
bdi

Use Once a Day to
Alleviate Traffic

Congestion

Traffic and billing made easy with
the affordable TratTic C.O.P. for Windows
Take the headache out of controlling traffic with Traffic C.0 P.

for Windows. Whether it's scheduling logs, printing invoices or
managing receivables, the Traffic C.O.P. will work for you. And,

because it's Windows based traffic software, you get a
modern, reliable and easy to use program-all backed by tie
superior customer support of Broadcast Data Consultants.

Isn't it time you get rid of congestion?

Call for your FREE CD demo today, or for more information.
please visit our web -site.

Toll Free: 800-275-6204
www.broadcastdata.com
Broadcast Data Consultants.
51 South Main Ave.. Suite 312. Clearwater, FL 33765

TRAFFIC C.O.R
NDOWS

Transcom Corporation
AM Ei FM Transmitters

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufacturers

USED FM TRANSMITTERS EXCITERS
1.5 KW 1987 BEFM 1.5A Used Continental 802B
3.5 KW 1992 Harris HT 3 5 *New* Nicom 20 w -synthesized
5 KW 1982 Harris FM 51(
6 KW 1995 Henry 6000D NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
10 KW 1980 CCA 12.000E Special Discount Pricing On:
10 KW 1998 Harris HT -10 VHF AND UHF lOw to 10kw
10 KW 2001 Henry 10,000D-95 TV Antennas
20 KW 1978 Collins 83102 TV STL

20 KW 1991 Harris HT -23
25 KW 19.30 CSI T -25 -FA (Amp) USED TV TRANSMITTERS
25 kW 1982 Harris FM25K 10kW VHF NEC PCN 1213

30 KW 1986 BEFM30A 30kW UHF RCA TTU-30A

50 KW 1932 Harris Comoiner
w/auto exciter -transmitter switOer USED MISC. EQUIPMENT

BGW 85 Audio Amplifier
USED AM TRANSMITTERS Crown D75 Audio Amplifier

1 KW 1983 Harris MW' A Solid State  New' Denon 720R Cassette Player
1 KW 1986 Harris SX1A Solid State .!omac Phase Monitor AM 19
5 KW 1985 Continental 315R1 w/sampler
5 KW 1996 Harris Gates 5 Solid State Potomac Phase Monitor 1901
5 KW 1982 Harris MW5A Digital 2Twr
10 KW 1986 Harris MW1OB Sola Voltage Regulator 60hz
50 KW 1985 Continental 317C2 1KVA s -phase

Please go to our web site for updated listings
www.fmamtv.com

Retuning & Testing Available
CALL US FOR A QUOTE !

800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax 215-938-7361

Affordable Custom
Broadcast Furniture

EumoLoG
529 Rosedale Road

Y
Suite 103

Kennett Square, PA 19348

t- 0-925-2785  FAX: 610-9 54787
email:sales@studiotechnology.com

www.studiotechnology.com
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Simply Simple.
Call or visit us online

GliZala OOP

New Products
New Suppliers

New Technologies
New Catalog Every 90 Days,

MOUSERELECTRONICS
a tt, company

(800) 346-6873 www.mouser.com
14no,or 

rlai

Transmitting & Audio Tubes

Semiconductors
Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744-0700  800.737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

www.rfparts.com
Email:

rfp@rfparts.com

RF PARTS'
COMPANY

You've been to Vegas.

You've seen all the toys.

Here's the toy
that really worts.

The Pro Announcer .50°"'nH
The amazing microphone
processor that eliminates

room noise and hollow room
syndrome, plus provides

absolute level control.

RIR cow
www.aircorp.biz 972-304-0455

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

Longley-Rice Coverage over 3D Terrain

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

4/Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice. PTP Okamura/Hata and
FCC with Probe 3TV

4Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommanderrm

4 Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro""

W Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain-3DTM

\/5 The leader in broadcast
,,,,L ,i,-, engineering cons Elting

at i ...:,tttttt ik 2.nns 441,4, software.rid 1.1e,,,LI i run, 0....h'.1:

Oft

www.v-soft.com 800 743-3684

Th1111141111
TECHNOLOGY

High quality audio
over cellular

networks

,fittmeator-

44,4 I

Call Tieline for a
FREE demo

tie!
4411/11111IPPr

800-950-0750
www.tieline.com/be
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Quality Equipment, Low Price
M 401 FOR MS!

950 Mhz
Composite STL

Digitally Tuned

Composite &
Mono Input

20 W FM Exciter
100 W FM Exciter
100 W FM Amp.
250 W FM Exciter
250 W FM Amp.
500 W FM Amp.
1KW FM Xmitter
2KW FM Xmitter
1KW FM Amp.

NexusBroadcaut.com 950 Mhz STL sys. $2995

$ 949
$1695
$ 995
$2495

$1795

$3995
$5995
$6995
$5449

STL Licensing & Coordination
)1)

); //). // »

IN FCC Certified
ST°`' FM Stereo Transmitter

a

GET ON -THE Mk STAY ON-THEINRI
V 50W RF output, continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail &

auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM and Translators, as

well as stand-alone exciters

What's the
bottom line?
To stay on -the -air!
The PX50 was designed with
that in mind! Auto monitoring
of all parameters, with auto-
matic power reduction and
restore on VSWR and tempera-

ture errors! No more down time, AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus
the PX50 is FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (ID: PF3PX50) and Industry
Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you will never have to worry about non-
compliance! Get on the air QUICK..and STAY on the air, with the PXSO!

ramsey
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, INC
590 Fishers Station Drive  Victor, NY 14564
800-446-2295  585-924-4560
www.ramseyelectronics.com
Providing Value And Performance For Over 30 Years!

For more information on how to

advertiser in Radio Magazine,

contact a salesperon today!

Angie Connley

p: 913.967.7221

f: 913.514.6852

aconnley@primediabusiness.com

Scott Slocum

p: 913.967.1358

1: 913.514.3789

sslocum@primediabusiness.com

PM&
kW Power Amplifier
Price Breakthrough

FM500 Combined up to 4kW output power
Each FM500 is a self contained unit capable of stand
alone operation
Raise or lower can be performed from any of the
FM500s or remote raise lower

kW SERIES POWER AMPLIFIERS

Power Price
1.0kW $4,900
1.5kW $7.500
2.0kW $9,800
3.0kW $16.000
4.0kW $20,000

Visit our web site www.plekpower.com for full details

IDTEli 1814 Schooldale Drive San Jose CA 95124
408 448 3342 FAX 408 549 9991

Ratify
For Classified Advertising, please contact

Joyce Nolan  610.701.9993

71,41Come to

Bay Country
41AIROAUCAbT EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment online at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 877-722-1031  Fax: 443-596-0212
http://www.baycountry.com  e-mail: sales@baycountry.com
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Career Professional Services Professional Services

I-

I-

O
el Professional Services

Where can I find...

SBE

a new job?

an engineer?

RESUMEBank
lobsONLINE

N% Wsl)(..(Irg  13I'1 01-9000

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
TZ,Fae:888-765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

O
O
ty

I

Structural Analysis

ir-1/31
CNN

Electronics Res)..', n Inc
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
VIVAN ERlinc corn

"DESIGNED TO FIT!"
"AFFORDABLE QUALITY STUDIOS"

411176'

Iry 1g
HIGH QUALITY STUDIO FURNITURE& RACKS!

STANDARD OR CUSTOMIZED SYSTEMS'

GREAT STYLING AND FUNCTIONALITY,

PRE -BUILT STURDY MODULES= FAST SETUP'

TION,11'

CALL US AT 800-776-3660
SEE US AT spacewise.com

SPACEWISE® 41e1 EIOq X11 EEEIC.

"We're Broadcast Experienced"

11411.111"evinMcNam

Appiedwireiess tel 301.965.1011

President & CEO

Applied Wireless, Inc
... providing options.

PO Box 926
New Market. MD 21774

lax 301 865.4422
email kevmmteappliechtelrelessinc u.

www appliedwirelessinc.corn

JOHN H. BKITISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,

FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

2684 State Route 60 RD '1
Loudonville, OH 44842

419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

Services

Tennessee Tower Service
AM -FM  Broadcast  Cellular
Tower Installation  Antenna

Line Installation  Complete Civil Work
Blasting  Tower Painting

DICK BAIN, Owner
III Allen Dr.
Tazewll. TN 37879

M: 1-423-526-9041
Ph: 1-423-626-5453
Fax: 1-423-626-0552

Email: tntowerservice@yahoo.com

Call about our 2005 tower painting specials.

For Radio Magazine digital ad

specifications and guidelines,

please visit the Ad Production Web site:

primediabusinessads.com
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Chris English
Chief Engineer
WVLG-AM
The Villages, FL

English began his
career in TV engi-
neering for about a
year, then turned to
radio where he has
been working ever

since. He plans to take his SBE Certified
Broadcast Radio Engineer exam this August.
English also serves as a location reporter and
producer for WVLG. Before that he was
morning host on WOCA-AM Newstalk 13 70
in Ocala, FL.
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Sion Off
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

That was then

Sample and Hold
Listening habits

What is the single device
on which you listen to music

the most frequently'

56% - Car Stereo

27% - Personal Ster
home entertainment center

1 2% - Portable tape/CD player/radio

20 0 - Desktop computer

StZ Other

.&10 player

-LiirPip

(64

Base: U.S. households
Source: Forrester's Consumer Technographics, June 2004 North American Study.
Numbers may add up to more than 100 due to rounding.

In 1949,WTIC-AM,Hart-
ford, CT, purchased three Magnecorder sta-
tionary tape recorders plus one portable unit.
One of these can be seen in this photo in the
rack on the left. Al Jackson, an engineer for the
station at that time, is checking a transcription
disk, which was also used extensively at that
time. A microscope was used to ensure that
the cut groove was at the proper depth and
sufficiently separated from the adjacent cut.
The audio console to the right set the level
feeding the transcription recorder. In the
foreground is a turntable typical of those used
to play the transcription disks.

Do you remember?
Twenty-two years ago the Otari MTR-10 Series

production recorders were available in four formats:
1/4" full -track, t/4" two channel, 1/2" two channel and
1/2" four chan nel. Each version provided three -speed

operation with individual equalization and bias, two
master bias presets and controlled wind for library
spooling.The units offered back timing,an on -board
test oscillator, user -adjustable phase compensation
and speed display in percentages or IPS.The record-
ers featured ±20 percent varispeed and an optional
10 -memory locator. The recorder's frequency re-
sponse was 50Hz to 20kHz, ±0.5dB and it offered a
signal-to-noise ratio of 75dB.
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The Wheatstone GENERATION -5
has the POWER and FEATURES

Stations Demand the MOST

LOTS More!
Our Generation -5 provides your operators

with a straightforward traditional control surface
coupled with all the benefits of digital techno ogy. It
gives you the fle>ibility of system -wide source, mix and
destination control (any signal anywhere), a powerful
mix -minus section and a complete event store, name
end recall system. One wire from this surface can
control THOUSANDS of wires in your technical
ooerations center.

And while the G-5 feels like an analog console,
its OSP-based mixing engine keeps your digital sources
d cital while converting analog sources to switched
cl,cital, eliminating crosstalk and noise. It can furnish
remote and telcorn functionality on any input fader
tii-hout fear of feedback-a real plus in back-to-back

daily operations. Its built-in graphic displays keep
operators on top of things with just a glance. And sirce
the entire system is software based, you can accom-
modate any format with a press of a button.

Like all our Generation Series consoles, the C-5
has complete failsafe options available, such as
automatic fail -over DSP and CPU cards and redundant
power supplies. We car even provide scheduling
software and studio mounted satelite cages that can
be configured to mix independently from your main
routing system.

At WHEATSTONE we've built and sold over a
thousand digital audio conso'es. The G -S is a

culmiration of all that experience. Benefit f-om our
expertise - choose WHEATSTONE!

=_. 11- r_jr r
50 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562
252-638-7000 / wm,vv wheatsto.' / sales@wheatstone.com

copyright 2004 by Wheatstone Corporation



I Behind Every GOOD CONSOLE

There's an EVEN BETTER ROUTER

GENERATION 4

There's no
long learning
curve required
to immediately
start using this tradi-
tional layout specifically
envisioned for operators
of all skill levels.

BRIDGE TECHNOLOGY enables the GEN-4 surface
to operate far beyond the limits of its studio main VIII-
frame. Integration with the Bridge digital audio
network router provides systemwide access to all
station on -air and off -air audio resources via inter-

linked CAT -5 or fiberoptic cable. And of course, we all know
EXPERIENCE COUNTS! With over eighty Wheatstone Generation control surfaces
already operating in the field, you can be assured your installation will proceed
smoothly and on time.

the digital audio leaders




